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The Kidney Allocation System (KAS) was implemented on December 4, 2014, and was the largest 
policy change to how deceased donor kidneys are allocated in the United States in the last two 
decades. Since policy change can have unintended consequences, we sought to critically examine how 
KAS has impacted kidney transplant candidates and recipients. This dissertation focuses on two 
unique transplant populations: highly sensitized (HS, calculated panel reactive antibody [cPRA] 
≥80%) and pediatric (age <18) patients. 
 
First, one explicit goal of KAS was to improve the likelihood that a HS kidney transplant candidate 
would receive a deceased donor kidney transplant (DDKT), and we sought to quantify the extent to 
which KAS accomplished this goal (Chapter 2). Using national data, we found that candidates with 
the highest levels of sensitization had a significantly higher DDKT rate post-KAS (for example, 
cPRA 98% candidates had a 1.77-fold higher DDKT rate). We then sought to understand how other 
transplant modalities were being used to transplant the HS (Chapter 3). We used national data from 
39,907 HS candidates and found that HS candidates were 2.25-fold more likely to utilize kidney 
paired donation but 18% less likely to utilize non-kidney paired donation living donor kidney 
transplantation in the post-KAS era compared to earlier eras.  
 
We then studied how KAS impacted pediatric DDKT recipient outcomes, in light of concerns that 
fewer pediatric donor kidneys were being allocated to pediatric DDKT recipients (Chapter 4). We 
used national data from 1,887 pediatric DDKT candidates and found that post-KAS pediatric 
DDKT recipients had a 41% lower risk of graft loss than pre-KAS recipients. We then studied 
changes in offer and acceptance patterns under KAS (Chapter 5). Using national data from 3,642 
pediatric DDKT candidates, we found that post-KAS candidates were 20% more likely to receive 
offers from donors age 18-34 with KDPI ≤35%, but were also 23% less likely to accept kidneys 




Our results will be used by pediatric and adult nephrologists, transplant surgeons, and policy-makers 
to understand how KAS has impacted HS and pediatric candidates and recipients to better inform 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
The Kidney Allocation System (KAS) was implemented on December 4, 2014, and was the largest 
policy change to how deceased donor kidneys are allocated to kidney transplant candidates in the 
United States in last two decades.1 KAS was designed after an Organ Procurement and 
Transplantation Network (OPTN) mandate to revise the prior allocation system that was 
predominantly driven by waiting time, instead of medical criteria.2, 3 The primary goals of KAS were 
to increase equity in allocation by eliminating disparities in access to transplantation for the highly 
sensitized (HS) and certain racial minorities, to increase utility in allocation through matching the 
highest-quality kidneys to recipients expected to live the longest post-transplant (“longevity 
matching”), and to reduce kidney discard.1, 3, 4  
 
One explicit goal of KAS was to improve deceased donor kidney transplant (DDKT) rates for the 
HS. The degree of sensitization for a particular candidate is measured as calculated panel reactive 
antibody (cPRA), which represents the percent of deceased donors to which that candidate is 
incompatible with (and cannot receive a transplant from).5 Prior to KAS, every transplant candidate 
with a cPRA ≥80% was awarded the same allocation priority, even though a candidate’s likelihood of 
DDKT varies substantially as cPRA approaches 100%.6 For example, a cPRA 80% candidate would 
only require 14 match runs to have a 95% probability of finding a compatible donor, whereas a cPRA 
99.9% candidate would require 3,000 match runs. KAS was designed to ameliorate this discrepancy 
by instituting a sliding scale for priority points, where more points were awarded the higher the 
cPRA.1 Although early simulations suggested that this change would minimize differences in DDKT 
rates based on cPRA, changes to allocation policy can often result in unintended consequences.7-9 
 
Early reports on the impact of KAS found that DDKT rates increased for cPRA ≥98% candidates.10-
14 In one of these studies, the percentage of DDKT recipients with cPRA ≥99% increased 5.4-fold in 
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the first year after KAS.14 Additionally, there was evidence that this initial increase in DDKT rates for 
cPRA 100% candidates might be a ‘bolus effect’, whereby a large number of these candidates got 
transplanted in the first few months after KAS, and the ‘steady state’ DDKT rate was lower.14 
However, these studies focused largely on cPRA ≥98% candidates, even though KAS directly 
modified the allocation priority points that other HS DDKT candidates receive. Moreover, these 
studies did not quantify how HS candidate’s utilization of other transplant modalities, such as living 
donor kidney transplantation or kidney-paired donation (where two incompatible donor/recipient 
pairs ‘swap’ donors to receive a compatible living donor transplant). Since choosing the transplant 
strategy associated with the highest long-term survival depends highly on the likelihood of all 
transplant modalities, it is critical to understand current ‘steady-state’ DDKT rates for all HS 
candidates under KAS, as well as the likelihood of other transplant modalities such as kidney-paired 
donation and living donor kidney transplantation. 
 
Although pediatric candidates were not the direct focus of KAS, every effort was made to ensure that 
they retained the ‘pediatric advantage’ – that is, the relatively high priority pediatric candidates 
received for high-quality donor kidneys under the prior allocation system, given that they have the 
longest expected life with the transplant. Prior to KAS, pediatric candidates were allocated kidneys 
from donors <35 years old, whereas under KAS they are allocated kidneys from donors with a 
Kidney Donor Profile Index (KDPI) <35%.1 KDPI represents the relative quality of a donor kidney 
compared to other donor kidneys from the year prior, so a KDPI 35% would mean that donor 
kidney would have a predicted graft lifespan longer than 35% of all donor kidneys recovered the year 
prior. Although this change from prioritization based on age to KPDI did not directly modify 
pediatric candidates place on the allocation sequence, KAS did lead to HS candidates receiving higher 




There have been a number of unintended changes for pediatric candidates under KAS. One of these 
unintended changes has been a 21% decrease in DDKT rates for candidates <6 years old.15 Also, two 
studies have described a decrease in the number of pediatric recipients receiving organs from 
pediatric donors, with absolute decreases ranging from 3.3% - 11%.16, 17 One other study found a 121 
day increase in the amount of time recipients <10 years old spent on the waitlist prior to transplant 
post-KAS, and an absolute 6.7% increase in the percentage of recipients waiting longer than one year 
for transplant.17 These changes under KAS have led to concerns that KAS violates the ethical 
principles of utility (pediatric recipients are less frequently receiving high-quality kidneys from 
pediatric donors) and justice (decreased likelihood of DDKT for pediatric candidates < 6 years old), 
and some have proposed modifications to KAS to attempt to reverse these changes.18, 19 To better 
inform any potential policy change, it would be useful to understand how KAS has impacted post-
DDKT outcomes for pediatric recipients, as well as altered the types (and quality) of donor kidneys 
being allocated to pediatric candidates. 
 
This dissertation focuses on how KAS impacted HS and pediatric candidates and recipients. In 
Chapter 2, DDKT rates for HS candidates are compared before and after KAS using national 
registry data. In Chapter 3, temporal trends in kidney-paired donation and living donor kidney 
transplantation rates for HS candidates are quantified using national registry data. In Chapter 4, post-
DDKT outcomes for pediatric recipients before and after KAS are compared using national registry 
data. Finally, in Chapter 5, deceased donor kidney offer and acceptance patterns for pediatric 
candidates are compared before and after KAS using national registry data. We hypothesized that 
DDKT rates would increase for the HS post-KAS, and that KAS would lead to a different spectrum 




Chapter 2. The National Landscape of Deceased Donor Kidney 
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Garonzik-Wang J. The national landscape of deceased donor kidney transplantation for highly 
sensitized candidates: transplant rates, waitlist mortality, and post-transplant survival under the 





Deceased donor kidney transplantation (DDKT) rates for highly sensitized (HS) candidates increased 
early after implementation of the Kidney Allocation System (KAS) in 2014. However, this may 
represent a bolus effect, and a granular investigation of the current state of DDKT for HS candidates 
remains lacking. We studied 270,722 DDKT candidates from the SRTR from 12/4/2011–12/3/2014 
(‘pre-KAS’) and 12/4/2014–12/3/2017 (‘post-KAS’), analyzing DDKT rates for HS candidates 
using adjusted negative binomial regression. Post-KAS, candidates with the highest levels of 
sensitization had an increased DDKT rate compared to pre-KAS (cPRA 98% adjusted incidence rate 
ratio [aIRR]:1.271.772.46 p=0.001, cPRA 99% aIRR:3.184.365.98 p<0.001, cPRA 99.5-99.9% 
aIRR:16.9124.2934.89 p<0.001, and cPRA 99.9%+ aIRR:8.7911.5815.26 p<0.001). To determine whether 
these changes produced more equitable access to DDKT, we compared DDKT rates of HS to non-
HS candidates (cPRA 0-79%). Post-KAS, cPRA 98% candidates had an equivalent DDKT rate 
(aIRR:0.650.941.36, p=0.8) to non-HS candidates, whereas 99% candidates had a higher DDKT rate 
(aIRR:1.191.682.38, p=0.02). Although cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates had an increased DDKT rate 
(aIRR:2.463.504.98, p<0.001) compared to non-HS candidates, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates had a 
significantly lower DDKT rate (aIRR:0.290.400.56, p<0.001). KAS has improved access to DDKT for 








The deceased donor kidney allocation algorithm underwent a major revision in December 2014 with 
the implementation of the new Kidney Allocation System (KAS). One of the goals of KAS was to 
improve access to deceased donor kidney transplantation (DDKT) for highly sensitized (HS) 
candidates.1 Compared to non-HS candidates, HS candidates had as much as a five-fold lower rate of 
DDKT and 21% higher waitlist mortality prior to KAS.20-22 KAS was designed to ameliorate these 
differences by awarding extra allocation points based on calculated panel-reactive antibody (cPRA) 
and by implementing local, regional, and national sharing for those with a cPRA ≥ 98%.1 Simulations 
prior to KAS implementation suggested that these measures would increase DDKT rates for HS 
candidates by varying amounts based on cPRA, such that DDKT recipients with a cPRA 100% 
would increase by as much as three-fold.7 
 
Since the implementation of KAS, several studies have shown an early increase in DDKT rates for 
HS candidates.10-14 In one study, the percentage of DDKT recipients with a cPRA ≥ 99% increased 
5.4-fold in the first year of KAS.13 However, none of these studies examined changes in DDKT rates 
beyond one year after KAS implementation. Our group has shown that this early increase in DDKT 
rates for patients with cPRA 100% may represent a “bolus effect”, such that 12% of DDKT 
recipients had a cPRA 100% in the first month of KAS, but this had decreased to 7% by the ninth 
month after KAS.14 Moreover, prior studies have generally focused on patients with a cPRA ≥ 98%, 
even though KAS directly modified the allocation points received by other HS kidney transplant 
candidates as well.1 Since the relative benefit of DDKT compared to other potentially available 
transplant options for HS candidates, such as kidney-paired donation or incompatible living donor 
kidney transplantation, depends highly on the likelihood of DDKT, an understanding of current 





To understand the current state of DDKT for HS candidates, we analyzed national waitlist data. The 
goals of our study were to: (i) to compare long-term DDKT rates for HS candidates before and after 
KAS, (ii) to compare DDKT rates of HS candidates to non-HS candidates after KAS, (iii) to 
determine the cumulative incidence of DDKT and waitlist mortality for HS candidates beyond the 
first year after KAS implementation, and (iv) to determine whether post-transplant outcomes for HS 





This study used data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR). The SRTR data 
system includes data on all donor, wait-listed candidates, and transplant recipients in the United 
States, submitted by the members of the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN), 
and has been described elsewhere.25 The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services provides oversight to the activities of the OPTN 
and SRTR contractors. 
 
Study Population 
We studied all prevalent adult (age  18 years) kidney-only waitlist candidates and DDKT recipients 
from December 4, 2011 to December 3, 2017. For waitlisted candidates, only active patient time was 
included for analysis. This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins Medicine Institutions 




Time Periods for Analysis 
Our study period was divided into two major time periods: pre-KAS (12/4/2011 to 12/3/2014) and 
post-KAS (12/4/2014 to 12/3/2017). To isolate a possible bolus effect, we further divided the post-
KAS time period into successive six-month intervals.  
 
cPRA Categories for Analysis 
A candidate’s cPRA was obtained from SRTR’s cPRA history dataset, which has every cPRA value 
reported. As such, for patients whose cPRA changed while on the waitlist, the time they spent at 
each cPRA contributed patient-time to that cPRA category when calculating DDKT rates. 
 
We divided HS waitlist candidates into the following cPRA categories: 80-89%, 90-97%, 98%, 99%, 
99.5-99.9%, and 99.9%+. These categories were chosen to allow for similar allocation priority 
between candidates within a cPRA group while also including enough candidates in each group to 
allow for well-powered comparisons. For example, cPRA 80% candidates receive 2.46 points under 
KAS, and cPRA 89% candidates receive 4.05 points. This range of allocation points is small enough 
such that differences in allocation priority should be minimal. Conversely, a much larger range in 
allocation points is provided to cPRA 98% (24.4 points), 99% (50.1 points), and 100% (202.1 points), 
and these candidates receive different organ sharing priority (local sharing for cPRA 98%, regional 
sharing for cPRA 99%, and national sharing for cPRA 100%), so we chose to analyze them 
separately. Since cPRA 100% candidates may have different DDKT rates depending on their 
unrounded cPRA, we further divided these candidates into 99.5-99.9% and 99.9%+ categories.  
 
DDKT Rates for HS Candidates After KAS Compared to Before KAS 
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We used an adjusted negative binomial regression model to estimate the relative DDKT rate within 
each cPRA category for each of the post-KAS time periods relative to pre-KAS. We used a sandwich 
estimator to account for within-organ procurement organization (OPO) clustering of DDKT rates.26 
We adjusted this model for covariates also known to affect DDKT rate (e.g. candidate age, ABO 
blood type, race, gender, and time on dialysis). We included an interaction term between KAS and 
cPRA group to allow the effect of KAS to vary across different cPRA groups. To study a potential 
bolus effect, we then tested for overall trends in DDKT rates post-KAS for each cPRA category.  
 
DDKT rates for HS candidates compared to non-HS candidates 
In order to determine whether DDKT rates for HS candidates had become more equitable 
compared to non-HS candidates following KAS, we used the adjusted negative binomial regression 
model to compare DDKT rates between each HS candidate group and the non-HS group (cPRA 0-
79%). In doing so, we were able to determine whether the post-KAS changes to DDKT rates within 
a given cPRA group led to overall more balanced DDKT rates between all cPRA groups.  
 
Cumulative incidence of DDKT and waitlist mortality after KAS for specifc cPRA groups 
To estimate time to DDKT post-KAS, we modeled the cumulative incidence of DDKT for each 
cPRA group. To do this, we constructed a proportional hazards model under a competing risk 
framework using the Fine and Gray method.27 Receipt of DDKT was the outcome of interest, with a 
competing risk of death or removal from the waiting list due to deteriorating clinical status. Patients 
who were removed from the waiting list for any other reason (such as receipt of a living donor 
transplant) were censored. We modeled the cumulative incidence of waitlist mortality similarly, where 
death while on the waitlist was the outcome of interest, with a competing risk of DDKT. As the goal 
of this analysis was to determine intention-to-treat time to DDKT (or waitlist mortality) based on 
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cPRA, accounting for competing risks, we included both active and inactive waitlist time in these 
models. Under the competing risks framework, we were also able to model adjusted subhazard ratios 
within the subdistribution of the outcome of interest (either DDKT or waitlist mortality), with the 
other outcome as a competing event. 
 
Post-transplant patient and graft survival after KAS 
Post-transplant patient survival and death-censored graft survival (DCGF) for DDKT recipients pre-
KAS and post-KAS were compared using Kaplan-Meier methodology and Cox proportional hazards 
regression, adjusting for candidate age, ABO blood type, race, gender, and time on dialysis. We 
included an interaction term between KAS and cPRA group to allow the effect of KAS to vary 
across different cPRA groups. 
 
Statistical analysis 
To compare baseline characteristics between DDKT recipients before and after KAS, we used the 
chi-squared test for categorical variables, student’s t-test for normally-distributed continuous 
variables, and the Kruskal-Wallis test for non-normally distributed continuous variables. A two-tailed 
p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Confidence intervals are reported as per the 








We identified 270,722 waitlisted candidates from December 4, 2011 to December 3, 2017. Of these, 
30,031 were transplanted pre-KAS and 35,172 were transplanted post-KAS. Compared to pre-KAS 
recipients, post-KAS recipients were younger (52.4 years vs. 53.9, p<0.001), more likely to be female 
(39.3% vs. 40.4%, p=0.003), and more likely to be black (35.5% vs. 32.2%, p<0.001) (Table 1). ABO 
blood type was not significantly different between post-KAS and pre-KAS recipients. Post-KAS 
recipients were significantly more likely to have a cPRA of 100% compared to pre-KAS recipients 
(8.1% vs. 1.1%, p<0.001), more likely to have had a prior kidney transplant (14.7% vs. 13.0%, 
p<0.001), have spent more time on dialysis prior to DDKT (4.6 years vs. 2.3, p<0.001), have a 
slightly lower estimated post-transplant survival score (45.8 vs. 46.4, p=0.002), and have received a 
donor kidney that had been shared nationally (17.9% vs. 13.4%, p<0.001). Post-KAS, cPRA 99.9%+ 
candidates were the most common group of HS candidates on the waitlist (Figure 1). No group of 
HS candidates represented more than 5% of candidates on the waitlist. 
 
DDKT Rates for HS Candidates Before and After KAS 
DDKT rates were dramatically increased post-KAS compared to pre-KAS for both cPRA 99.5-
99.9% candidates (adjusted incidence rate ratio [aIRR] of DDKT at 3 years post-KAS: 16.9124.2934.89, 
p < 0.001) and cPRA 99.9%+ candidates (aIRR: 8.7911.5815.26 , p<0.001) (Table 2, Figure 2). There 
was no evidence of a bolus effect for either group (p=0.4, p=0.1, respectively). Similar, albeit lower, 
increases were seen for patients with a cPRA of 99% (aIRR: 3.184.365.98, p<0.001) and a cPRA of 98% 
(aIRR: 1.271.772.46, p=0.001), also with no evidence of a bolus effect.  
 
However, not all groups of HS candidates benefited from KAS. Notably, cPRA 80-89% candidates 
experienced a significant decline in DDKT rates in the first 6 months following KAS (aIRR: 
0.190.240.30, p<0.001). While this decrease in DDKT rates improved over time (p<0.001), DDKT 
rates at three years post-KAS remained significantly lower compared to pre-KAS (aIRR: 0.350.450.58, 
p<0.001). Similarly, cPRA 90-97% candidates experienced a significant decline in DDKT rates in the 
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first 6 months post-KAS (aIRR: 0.530.650.81, p<0.001), but by three years post-KAS their DDKT rate 
was again equivalent to their pre-KAS rate (aIRR: 0.971.261.64, p=0.1). 
 
DDKT Rates for HS Candidates Compared to non-HS Candidates 
For most cPRA ranges, the wide differences in DDKT rates between cPRA categories pre-KAS 
became less pronounced post-KAS (Table 3, Figure 3). However, there was significant heterogeneity 
in DDKT rates for cPRA 100% candidates. For example, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates were 
transplanted at a 97% lower rate than non-HS candidates pre-KAS (aIRR: 0.020.030.04, p<0.001), but 
continued to be transplanted at a lower, albeit improved, rate at three years post-KAS (aIRR: 
0.290.400.56, p<0.001). Conversely, cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates were transplanted at a 88% lower rate 
than non-HS candidates pre-KAS (aIRR: 0.100.120.15, p<0.001), but were transplanted at a substantially 
higher rate three years post-KAS (aIRR: 2.463.504.98, p<0.001) 
 
cPRA 99% candidates had a notably lower DDKT rate than non-HS candidates pre-KAS (aIRR 
0.240.290.35, p<0.001), but were transplanted at a higher rate three years post-KAS (aIRR: 1.191.682.38, 
p=0.02). cPRA 98% candidates were transplanted at a 56% lower rate than non-HS candidates pre-
KAS (aIRR: 0.350.440.55, p<0.001), but improved to equivalent DDKT rates three years post-KAS 
(aIRR: 0.650.941.36, p=0.8). Although cPRA 80-89% patients experienced a significant decrease in 
DDKT rates post-KAS compared to pre-KAS, these patients continued to have a higher DDKT rate 
than non-HS candidates both pre-KAS (aIRR 2.693.273.97, p<0.001) and post-KAS (aIRR: 1.501.792.14, 
p<0.001). Thus, their decline in DDKT rates post-KAS does not appear to have disadvantaged them 
compared to other transplant candidates. 
 
Cumulative incidence of DDKT based on cPRA 
The range of likelihood of DDKT at 1-year for a given cPRA category was smaller post-KAS (range 
9.4-32.9%) then pre-KAS (range 1.4 - 28.1%) (Figure 4). For example, a cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidate 
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had a 1-year cumulative incidence of DDKT of 3.9% pre-KAS, but post-KAS this improved to 
32.9%. In comparison, a cPRA 99.9%+ candidate had a 1-year cumulative incidence of DDKT of 
1.4% pre-KAS, but post-KAS this improved to 9.4%. Notably, the highest and lowest cumulative 
incidence of DDKT post-KAS were in cPRA 99.5-99.9% (32.9%) and cPRA 99.9%+ candidates 
(9.4%), respectively. The 1-year cumulative incidence of DDKT post-KAS for cPRA 99% (26.2%), 
98% (19.4%), 90-97% (21.7%), 80-89% (19.3%), and 0-79% (14.0%) candidates were broadly similar 
(Table 4). Similar patterns extended to three years post-KAS, where the highest and lowest 
cumulative incidence of DDKT post-KAS were in cPRA 99.5-99.9% (48.4%) and cPRA 99.9%+ 
candidates (20.2%), respectively. The range of the cumulative incidence of DDKT continued to be 
smaller three years post-KAS (20.2 - 48.4%) compared to pre-KAS (4.2 - 44.4%). No group of 
candidates had a median time to DDKT of less than 3 years. 
 
Post-KAS, most HS candidates had an increased likelihood of DDKT relative to non-HS candidates, 
after accounting for the competing risk of waitlist mortality or removal from waitlist due to 
deteriorating medical condition (Table 6). cPRA 80-89% (adjusted subhazard ratio [aSHR]: 1.191.341.51, 
p<0.001), 90-97% (aSHR: 1.241.481.77, p<0.001), 98% (aSHR: 1.141.371.64, p=0.001), 99% (aSHR: 
1.421.732.10, p<0.001), and 99.5-99.9% (aSHR: 1.742.082.47, p<0.001) candidates were all more likely to 
undergo DDKT than non-HS candidates. Conversely, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates were less likely to 
undergo DDKT than non-HS candidates (aSHR: 0.490.600.75, p<0.001) 
 
Cumulative incidence of waitlist mortality based on cPRA 
The range of likelihood of waitlist mortality at-year for a given cPRA category was similar post-KAS 
(range 4.7-7.4%) and pre-KAS (3.7-6.1%) (Figure 5). The 1-year cumulative incidence of waitlist 
mortality post-KAS for cPRA 99.9%+ (7.4%), 99.5-99.9% (6.1%), 99% (5.8%), 98% (6.0%), 90-97% 
(5.0%), 80-89% (4.7%), and 0-79% (5.0%) candidates were broadly similar. (Table 5). Similar patterns 
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extended to three years post-KAS, where the range of three year cumulative incidence of waitlist 
mortality was similar post-KAS (15.9-21.8%) and pre-KAS (12.8-21.3%).  
 
After adjusting for candidate characteristics, many HS candidates continued to have a slightly higher 
likelihood of waitlist mortality relative to non-HS candidates post-KAS, accounting for their 
competing risk of DDKT (Table 6). cPRA 98% (aSHR: 1.161.441.80, p=0.001), 99% (aSHR: 1.061.271.52, 
p=0.01), 99.5-99.9% (aSHR: 1.191.441.74, p<0.001), and 99.9%+ candidates (aSHR: 1.591.892.25, 
p<0.001) all had a higher likelihood of waitlist mortality relative to non-HS candidates.  
 
Post-transplant patient and death-censored graft survival based on cPRA 
One-year post-transplant patient survival was similar for HS candidates post-KAS and pre-KAS 
(96.6% and 97.2% for cPRA 80-89% candidates, 96.6% and 97.3% for cPRA 90-97% candidates, 
97.6% and 97.2% for cPRA 98% candidates, 96.4% and 96.9% for cPRA 99% candidates, 96.9% and 
97.0% for cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates, and 96.0% and 97.0% for cPRA 99.9%+ candidates, 
respectively).  After adjusting for recipient characteristics, there were no differences in one-year post-
transplant mortality for HS candidates post-KAS compared to pre-KAS (Table 7).  
 
One-year post-transplant death-censored graft survival was higher for HS candidates post-KAS 
compared to pre-KAS (97.4% and 96.3% for cPRA 80-89% candidates, 97.6% and 94.5% for cPRA 
90-97% candidates, 98.8% and 92.7% for cPRA 98% candidates, 97.9% and 94.4% for cPRA 99% 
candidates, 96.8% and 95.6% for cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates, and 96.6% and 95.0% for cPRA 
99.9%+ candidates, respectively, p<0.001). After adjusting for recipient characteristics, only cPRA 
90-97% (adjusted HR [aHR]: 0.290.430.62, p<0.001), cPRA 98% (aHR: 0.110.260.63, p=0.003), and cPRA 
99% candidates (aHR: 0.170.360.77, p=0.008) had a decreased risk of one-year death-censored graft 






In this nationwide study examining DDKT rates for HS candidates after KAS, we found no bolus 
effect and that DDKT rates for HS candidates continued to be dramatically different even 3 years 
after implementation of KAS. The large disparities in DDKT rates that existed prior to KAS across 
cPRA levels were substantially reduced at 3-years post-KAS. However, there continue to be large 
differences in DDKT rates for groups of cPRA 100% candidates, with cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates 
having a significantly higher DDKT rate (aIRR: 2.463.504.98) compared to non-HS candidates. 
Conversely, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates had a substantially lower DDKT rate (aIRR: 0.290.400.56). We 
have also shown that the population-level changes in DDKT rates have had a direct impact on the 
individual-level cumulative incidence of DDKT, such that the cumulative incidences of DDKT for 
cPRA groups have become more similar 3-years post-KAS. Despite these changes, we have also 
shown that waitlist mortality has not substantially changed for the HS post-KAS, with cPRA 98%+ 
candidates continuing to have an increased likelihood of waitlist mortality compared to non-HS 
candidates. Finally, while 1-year post-transplant mortality is unchanged for HS candidates post-KAS, 
cPRA 90-97%, 98%, and 99% candidates have a significantly lower risk of 1-year death-censored 
graft failure.  
 
Our results are consistent with several studies published shortly after KAS implementation that 
described a significant short-term increase in DDKT rate for cPRA ≥ 98% candidates.10-12, 29 
However, we have extended this work by showing that KAS also affected DDKT rates of other HS 
candidates. Notably, we showed that cPRA 80-89% candidates have a lower DDKT rate 3 years 
post-KAS compared to pre-KAS. We also showed that despite this decline, they were not 
disadvantaged by this change, but rather their DDKT rate became more similar to other cPRA 
groups. Additionally, we have demonstrated that KAS led to more balanced access to DDKT for the 
HS. For example, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates had a 3-year cumulative incidence of DDKT of 20.2% 
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post-KAS compared to 30.7% for non-HS candidates, whereas pre-KAS they had a cumulative 
incidence of 4.2% and 32.1%, respectively. Importantly, the proportion of DDKT recipients with a 
prior kidney transplant increased only slightly (14.7% post-KAS vs. 13.0% pre-KAS), suggesting that 
the large changes in access to DDKT for the HS were not driven primarily by prioritization of 
candidates with a prior kidney transplant. Although HS candidates are now transplanted out of 
proportion to their prevalence on the waitlist, the dramatic improvement in DDKT rates has led to 
an allocation system where they now have a realistic likelihood undergoing DDKT, without 
significantly affecting likelihood of DDKT for non-HS candidates.  
 
This relative homogenization of DDKT rates based on cPRA is a remarkable accomplishment given 
the profound disparities that existed prior to KAS, and is consistent with the European experience 
with the Eurotransplant Acceptable Mismatch program.20, 21, 30-32 Although implemented over 25 
years ago, this program was developed in response to a growing concentration of HS candidates 
(defined in this program as cPRA ≥ 85%) on the waitlist in a number of European countries.30 This 
program defines acceptable antigens for transplantation in the HS candidate, and then mandates 
sharing of organs across participating countries to any patient with a cPRA ≥ 85% who has no 
mismatches with the donor organ.30 After implementation, access to DDKT improved for HS 
candidates, as the number of organ offers they received increased and their waiting times to DDKT 
decreased.32 Thus, the success of KAS has mirrored the success of other transplant programs 
designed to facilitate DDKT among HS candidates.  
 
Although KAS has led to more balanced access to DDKT across cPRA groups, there continue to be 
important differences in DDKT rates. Notably, cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates have a substantially 
higher likelihood of DDKT compared to non-HS candidates (aSHR: 1.742.082.47, p<0.001), whereas 
cPRA 99.9% + candidates have a lower likelihood (aSHR: 0.490.600.75, p<0.001). This is consistent 
with a study showing that cPRA 100% candidates represent a group of candidates who can have 
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varying access to DDKT based on their unrounded cPRA.6 Since KAS awards the same amount of 
allocation points to all cPRA 100% candidates, regardless of their unrounded cPRA, it is not 
unexpected that cPRA 99.5-99.9% candidates would be significantly more likely to find a match than 
cPRA 99.9%+ candidates. If future policy changes to KAS were to be considered, the exact amount 
of bonus points awarded to cPRA 100% candidates should consider the differing likelihood of 
DDKT based on their unrounded cPRA value.  
 
Finally, the overall increase in DDKT rates for HS candidates that we report here may shed some 
light on an important issue – how to best manage the highly sensitized patient. Highly sensitized 
patients represent a challenging group of patients to manage as they face significant risks both before 
and after transplantation including increased waitlist mortality, higher rates of delayed graft function, 
acute rejection, and graft loss.6, 20, 21, 33-38 As a result of these, a number of alternative transplantation 
techniques have been developed – including kidney-paired donation (KPD) and incompatible living 
donor kidney transplantation (ILDKT).23, 24, 39-43 We have previously shown that ILDKT confers a 
survival benefit compared to entering the deceased donor waiting list and then potentially undergoing 
DDKT.24 However, this study was conducted before KAS. As DDKT rates have significantly 
changed for HS candidates after KAS, it is possible that the survival benefit of ILDKT after KAS 
may be different. Moreover, the use of KPD has expanded, and dramatic variation exists in time to 
KPD depending on a particular patient’s cPRA and blood type.44 In light of the vast improvement in 
access to DDKT that we report here, the relative benefit of each transplantation method compared 
to the others should be revisited.  
 
Our study has some limitations that merit further discussion. First, in using national registry data the 
presence of missing data and data entry error is unavoidable. However, the data that we used is 
typically of high quality since it is critical to organ allocation priority.25 In our study, missing data 
were minimal and thus unlikely to change inferences – for example, cPRA was missing for <0.01% 
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of candidates. Secondly, in comparing relative DDKT rates we adjusted for variables known to be 
associated with access to DDKT. However, we are unable to control for unmeasured confounders 
that also affect this rate (such as cardiovascular comorbidities that may be more prevalent in HS 
candidates and are associated with waitlist mortality, precluding DDKT). Although unlikely, it is 
possible that these confounders could alter the relationship between cPRA, KAS, and DDKT rates 
that we have described. Additionally, our study was not designed to quantify whether the effect of 
KAS was different for HS candidates in different geographic regions. However, the HS candidates 
that benefited from KAS (cPRA > 98%) receive local, regional, and national sharing priority, such 
that geographic differences in how KAS affected these candidates should be relatively small. 
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that geography continues to remain an important determinant of 
access to DDKT under KAS.45 
 
In conclusion, we have shown that KAS has been successful at increasing DDKT rates for the most 
HS candidates (cPRA > 98%). Although substantial imbalance in DDKT rates continue to exist for 
cPRA 99.5-99.9% and 99.9%+ candidates, relative DDKT rates between cPRA categories have 
become more homogenous. Although KAS has not resulted in a perfectly equitable system, it has led 




Table 1.  Baseline Characteristics of Deceased Donor Kidney Transplant Recipients Pre-
KAS† and Post-KAS 
Characteristics 
Pre-KAS (N = 
30,031) 
Post-KAS (N = 
35,172) 
P 
Age in years, mean (SD^) 53.9 (12.8) 52.4 (13.1) <0.001 
Female, N (%) 11,793 (39.3) 14,212 (40.4) 0.003 
Race, N (%)   <0.001 
White 12,801 (42.6) 12,740 (36.2)  
Black 9,672 (32.2) 12,503 (35.5)  
Hispanic 4,853 (16.2) 6,580 (18.7)  
Other 2,705 (9.0) 3,349 (9.5)  
ABO Blood Type, N (%)   0.07 
O 13,581 (45.2) 16,082 (45.7)  
A 7,177 (36.6) 11,316 (35.5)  
B 2,512 (12.8) 4,284 (13.4)  
AB 994 (5.1) 1,733 (5.4)  
Calculated panel-reactive antibody, N (%)   <0.001 
0-79% 25,161 (83.8) 27,824 (79.1)  
80-89% 2,041 (6.8) 1,162 (3.3)  
90-97% 1,837 (6.1) 1,805 (5.1)  
98% 291 (1.0) 420 (1.2)  
99% 405 (1.4) 1,054 (3.0)  
100% 296 (1.0) 2,907 (8.3)  
Sharing of donor organ, N (%)   <0.001 
Local 23,310 (77.6) 24,205 (68.8)  
Regional 2,711 (9.0) 4,679 (13.3)  
National 4,010 (13.4) 6,288 (17.9)  
Time spent on dialysis in years, median 
(IQR#) 
2.3 (0.8-4.0) 4.6 (2.7-6.9) <0.001 
History of prior kidney transplant, N (%) 3,893 (13.0) 5,184 (14.7) <0.001 
Estimated Post-Transplant Survival score, 
mean (SD^) 
46.4 (28.5) 45.8 (29.6) 0.002 




Table 2. Relative Rates of Deceased Donor Kidney Transplantation For Various cPRA* 
Categories by Months Post-KAS† 













80-89% 0.190.240.30 0.210.270.35 0.230.310.41 0.300.390.49 0.300.400.53 0.350.450.58 <0.001 
90-97% 0.530.650.81 0.650.780.93 0.750.911.10 0.891.091.35 0.911.161.49 0.971.261.64 <0.001 
98% 1.091.401.81 0.861.322.01 1.411.942.67 1.372.002.92 1.422.022.86 1.271.772.46 0.2 
99% 2.683.424.37 2.913.664.59 2.603.705.26 2.984.286.14 3.334.526.14 3.184.365.98 0.6 
99.5-
99.9% 
15.0619.5825.47 16.4021.0927.13 14.0219.4927.09 17.6323.3730.99 17.9324.1532.53 16.9124.2934.89 0.4 
99.9%+ 6.718.3910.48 7.9410.3513.49 6.878.6010.77 8.1510.4013.28 6.458.7111.75 8.7911.5815.26 0.1 
Relative rates are presented as the relative rate of transplantation for a given cPRA category in 
the months following implementation of KAS compared to the pre-KAS era. P-values are 
testing for trends within each cPRA category; significant values suggest transplant rates are 
changing over time. Bolded values represent relative DDKT rates in that time period that are 
significantly different than 1.0 (p<0.05) 






Table 3.  Rates of Deceased Donor Kidney Transplantation For Various cPRA* Categories 
Comparing HS+ Candidates to non-HS+ Candidates 
 Pre-KAS Months Post-KAS  
cPRA 
 













80-89% 2.693.273.97 0.971.261.64 1.031.261.55 1.111.381.71 1.321.642.04 1.351.662.04 1.501.792.14 <0.001 
90-97% 1.011.191.40 0.911.261.75 1.041.331.70 1.111.481.96 1.241.682.29 1.271.752.29 1.431.822.32 0.006 
98% 0.350.440.55 0.671.001.45 0.520.831.31 0.761.161.77 0.731.141.76 0.751.121.68 0.650.941.36 0.33 
99% 0.240.290.35 1.161.622.27 1.121.532.10 0.981.482.23 1.191.782.65 1.281.782.48 1.191.682.38 0.97 
99.5-
99.9% 0.100.120.15 2.753.795.22 2.673.604.87 2.193.184.61 2.543.615.12 2.573.645.15 2.463.504.98 0.85 
99.9%+ 0.020.030.04 0.290.390.53 0.320.430.57 0.270.340.43 0.290.390.53 0.220.320.46 0.290.400.56 0.15 
Relative rates are presented as the relative rate of transplantation for a given cPRA category 
compared to cPRA 0-79%. P-values are testing for trends post-KAS within each cPRA category; 
significant values suggest transplant rates after KAS are changing over time. Bolded values 
represent a relative DDKT rate within that time period that is significantly different than 1 (p<0.05) 
*calculated panel reactive antibody †kidney allocation system +highly sensitized 
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Table 4. Cumulative Incidence of Deceased Donor Kidney Transplantation Pre-KAS† and 
Post-KAS† 
 Pre-KAS† (%) Post-KAS† (%) 
cPRA* 1-year  2-year  3-year 1-year 2-year 3-year 
0-79% 12.312.512.7 22.022.222.5 31.832.132.5 13.814.014.2 22.122.322.6 30.430.731.1 
80-89% 26.328.130.0 37.439.641.7 42.144.446.7 17.719.320.9 28.530.432.4 35.938.140.4 
90-97% 17.618.820.1 27.529.030.6 33.935.737.4 20.421.723.0 32.233.835.4 39.641.443.2 
98% 9.110.812.7 17.519.922.4 22.925.728.6 17.219.421.8 29.432.235.0 36.039.142.2 
99% 6.47.58.7 13.615.216.9 18.420.322.3 24.326.228.1 35.838.040.2 42.444.847.2 
99.5-99.9% 3.23.94.8 6.98.09.2 10.612.113.6 31.032.934.8 40.943.045.1 46.248.450.5 
99.9%+ 1.01.41.9 2.43.03.8 3.54.25.1 8.59.410.4 14.615.917.1 18.720.221.6 
Cumulative incidence and 95% confidence interval of DDKT calculated using a competing risk 
framework, accounting for waitlist mortality or removal from waitlist due to deteriorating medical 
status. 















Table 5. Cumulative Incidence of Waitlist Mortality Pre-KAS† and Post-KAS† 
 Pre-KAS† (%) Post-KAS† (%) 
cPRA* 1-year  2-year  3-year 1-year 2-year 3-year 
0-79% 4.44.64.7 9.810.010.2 15.716.016.3 4.85.05.1 11.111.311.5 17.517.818.0 
80-89% 3.44.25.0 7.38.59.8 11.312.814.5 3.94.75.6 10.211.613.0 14.716.418.2 
90-97% 3.94.65.3 8.99.911.0 14.415.817.2 4.35.05.7 10.311.312.5 15.416.718.2 
98% 2.73.75.0 8.19.811.8 12.915.217.7 4.86.07.5 11.313.215.4 16.018.521.1 
99% 4.75.66.6 9.611.012.5 16.017.919.8 4.95.86.9 10.111.613.1 14.115.917.7 
99.5-99.9% 5.26.17.2 12.013.415.0 19.421.323.2 5.26.17.2 10.812.213.6 15.016.618.4 
99.9%+ 4.25.05.9 10.711.913.2 18.319.921.6 6.67.48.3 13.314.515.8 20.221.823.3 
Cumulative incidence and 95% confidence interval of waitlist mortality calculated using a 
competing risk framework, accounting for deceased donor kidney transplantation. 

















Table 6. Relative Likelihood of Deceased Donor Kidney Transplantation and Waitlist 
Mortality for Highly Sensitized Candidates Compared to Non-Highly Sensitized Candidates 
post-KAS.  
                        aSHR 
cPRA* DDKT# Waitlist Mortality 
0-79% Ref Ref 
80-89% 1.191.341.51 0.861.021.22 
90-97% 1.241.481.77 0.971.141.35 
98% 1.141.371.64 1.161.441.80 
99% 1.421.732.10 1.061.271.52 
99.5-99.9% 1.742.082.47 1.191.441.74 
99.9%+ 0.490.600.75 1.591.892.25 
Adjusted subhazard ratios (aSHR) represent the relative likelihood for a given cPRA category to 
experience the outcome of interest compared to cPRA 0-79% candidates, accounting for competing 
risks. For example cPRA 99.9%+ candidates are 60% as likely as otherwise similar cPRA 0-79% 
candidates to undergo DDKT post-KAS, account for their competing risk of waitlist mortality. 
Bolded values represent a ratio that significantly different than 1.0 (p<0.05). 
 











Table 7. One Year Post-Transplant Mortality and Death-Censored Graft Failure for Highly 
Sensitized Candidates Post-KAS Compared to Pre-KAS.  
                                aHR 
cPRA* Mortality Graft Failure 
80-89% 0.480.771.25 0.380.641.06 
90-97% 0.540.791.13 0.290.430.62 
98% 0.431.132.95 0.110.260.63 
99% 0.470.871.64 0.170.360.77 
99.5-99.9% 0.471.002.10 0.330.721.60 
99.9%+ 0.290.721.76 0.310.661.43 
Adjusted hazard ratios (aHR) represent the relative risk of 1-year post-transplant mortality or death-
censored graft failure for HS candidates post-KAS. For example cPRA 99.9%+ candidates are at a 
similar risk of 1-year post-transplant mortality post-KAS compared to pre-KAS. Bolded values 
represent a ratio that significantly different than 1.0 (p<0.05). 















Figure 1. Monthly prevalence of highly sensitized candidates on the waitlist during the study 
period. 
 
Post-KAS, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates represent the most common group of highly sensitized 
candidates on the waitlist. After an initial increase in the prevalence of highly sensitized candidates 
immediately after KAS, these candidates now represent a smaller proportion of the waitlist. 
 









Figure 2. Relative DDKT# Rates for Different cPRA* Groups Post-KAS Compared to Pre-
KAS  
 
KAS has produced sustained changes to DDKT rates for most cPRA categories. Three years post-
KAS, cPRA 99.9%+, 99.5-99.9%, 99%, and 98% candidates have increased DDKT rates compared 
to pre-KAS. Conversely, cPRA 80-89% candidates have lower DDKT rates post-KAS compared to 
pre-KAS. 
 
#DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; *cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody 
Grey horizontal line represents an incidence rate ratio of 1, which would represent equivalent DDKT 






Figure 3. Relative DDKT# Rates for Different cPRA* Groups Compared to cPRA 0-79 
 
DDKT rates become more balanced across cPRA groups post-KAS. However, cPRA 99.5-99.9% are 
transplanted at a substantially higher rate than 0-79% candidates post-KAS, whereas cPRA 99.9%+ 
candidates are transplanted at a lower rate. 
 
#DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; *cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody 
Grey horizontal line represents an incidence rate ratio of 1, which would represent equivalent DDKT 








Figure 4. Cumulative incidence of DDKT# for different cPRA* groups pre-KAS and post-
KAS.  
 
The cumulative incidence of DDKT becomes more similar between cPRA groups following KAS 
compared to before KAS. Pre-KAS and Post-KAS, cPRA 99.9%+ candidates have the lowest 
cumulative incidence of DDKT 
 
#DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; *cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody 
Cumulative incidence of DDKT estimated under a competing risks framework, accounting for a 







Figure 5. Cumulative incidence of waitlist mortality for different cPRA* groups pre-KAS and 
post-KAS. 
 
The cumulative incidence of waitlist remains similar between cPRA groups post-KAS and pre-KAS. 
 
*cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody 
Cumulative incidence of waitlist mortality estimated under a competing risks framework, accounting 
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Prioritization of highly sensitized (HS) candidates under the Kidney Allocation System (KAS) and 
growth of large, multi-center kidney-paired donation (KPD) clearinghouses have broadened the 
transplant modalities available to HS candidates. To quantify temporal trends in utilization of these 
modalities, we used SRTR data from 2009-2017 to study 39,907 adult HS (cPRA≥80%) waitlisted 
candidates and 19,003 recipients. We used competing risks regression to quantify temporal trends in 
likelihood of DDKT, KPD, and non-KPD LDKT for HS candidates (Era 1: 01/01/2009-
12/31/2011; Era 2: 01/01/2012-12/3/2014; Era 3: 12/4/2014-12/31/2017). Although the 
likelihood of DDKT and KPD increased over time for all HS candidates (adjusted subhazard ratio 
[aSHR] Era 3 vs. 1 for DDKT: 1.741.851.97, p<0.001 and for KPD: 1.702.202.84, p<0.001), the likelihood 
of non-KPD LDKT decreased (aSHR: 0.690.820.97, p=0.02). However, these changes impacted HS 
recipients differently based on cPRA. Among recipients, more cPRA 98-99.9% and 99.9%+ 
recipients underwent DDKT (96.2% in Era 3 vs. 59.1% in Era 1 for cPRA 99.9%+), whereas fewer 
underwent non-KPD LDKT (1.9% vs. 30.9%) or KPD (2.0% vs. 10.0%). Although KAS increased 
DDKT likelihood for the most HS candidates, it also decreased the use of non-KPD LDKT to 






Highly sensitized (HS) kidney transplant candidates have historically faced substantial difficulty 
achieving transplantation, with a much lower likelihood of deceased donor kidney transplantation 
(DDKT) and kidney-paired donation (KPD) compared to non-HS candidates.6, 20, 22, 46, 47 However, 
recent changes to the deceased donor allocation system, and the growth of large single- and multi-
center kidney-paired donation (KPD) clearinghouses, have broadened the different transplant 
modalities available to HS candidates.48, 49 The Kidney Allocation System (KAS), introduced in 2014, 
instituted a sliding scale system that gives increasing priority for DDKT candidates with higher levels 
of sensitization.1, 4 Under KAS, candidates with a calculated panel reactive antibody (cPRA) ≥98% 
have seen an increase in DDKT rates (from a 1.77-fold increase for cPRA 98% candidates to an 
11.58-fold increase for cPRA 99.9%+ candidates).50 Concomitantly, KPD use has increased over 
time. In a study of the largest KPD clearinghouse in the United States, the number of KPD 
transplants performed annually increased from 21 in 2006 to 399 in 2016.49  
 
However, these studies focused on a single modality (either DDKT or KPD), and do not address the 
clinical reality that the modality chosen for a HS candidate depends on the relative likelihood of all 
available transplant options - DDKT, KPD, or non-KPD living donor kidney transplantation 
(LDKT). No studies have compared the joint effect of changes in the likelihood of all transplant 
modalities now available to the HS. Additionally, it is possible that the relative likelihood of each 
transplant modality varies across cPRA, and that the net impact of these different likelihoods resulted 
in different patterns of modality usage across cPRA.44, 50 For example, the substantial increase in 
DDKT rates for cPRA ≥98% candidates under KAS might have led to disproportionately more 
DDKT use, despite an overall increase in the use of KPD in this group. Conversely, decreased 
DDKT priority for cPRA 80-89% candidates might have led to a substantial increase in KPD or 
non-KPD LDKT use in this group.50 Characterization of how these changes have acted together 
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would allow for a better assessment of how DDKT policy change and clinical expansion of KPD 
have improved the ability of HS candidates to undergo transplant in the broader context of all 
available transplant modalities.  
 
To better understand changes in how HS patients have been treated and transplanted over the last 
decade, we used national registry data to study utilization of different transplant modalities over time, 
and how this varied across cPRA. The goals of our study were (i) to quantify temporal trends in 
likelihood of DDKT, KPD, and non-KPD LDKT for HS candidates, and (ii) to understand how 





This study used data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR). The SRTR data 
system includes data on all donor, waitlisted candidates, and transplant recipients in the US, 
submitted by the members of the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN), and 
has been described elsewhere.25 The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services provides oversight to the activities of the OPTN and 
SRTR contractors.  
 
Study population 
We included all adult (age ≥18 years) HS (cPRA ≥80%) kidney-only waitlist candidates and 
transplant recipients between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2017. The unit of analysis was the candidate, and 
only the first high-cPRA registration per candidate was included. This study was approved by the 





We categorized candidates by date of listing, and recipients by date of transplant, into 3 eras (Era 1: 
1/1/2009 – 12/31/2011, Era 2: 1/1/2012 – 12/3/2014, and Era 3: 12/4/2014-12/31/2017). We 
divided Era 2 and 3 on 12/4/2014 to reflect KAS implementation. These time periods were selected 
to best represent hypothesized changes over time in the use of both DDKT and KPD, and not just 
one single modality. In order to understand how changes in transplant modality usage changed over 
time, we chose the earliest era (Era 1) as our reference era. As a sensitivity analysis, we divided Era 3 
into two separate 18-month periods to determine whether a ‘bolus effect’ was influencing trends in 
this era. Results of this were consistent with our main analysis. 
 
cPRA ascertainment and categorization 
cPRA values for candidates and recipients were obtained from the SRTR cPRA history dataset, 
which contains time-varying measurements of cPRA for every DDKT waitlist candidate. Some 
recipients underwent KPD or non-KPD LDKT directly and were never placed on the waitlist for 
DDKT, and thus did not have a cPRA recorded in the cPRA history dataset. For these recipients, we 
obtained their cPRA from the candidate peak cPRA composite variable, which contains the peak 
cPRA recorded from one of several additional cPRA variables (e.g. from the recipient 
histocompatibility form). We excluded recipients who did not have any cPRA recorded in any 
variable (n=366, 0.09%).  
 
We divided our study population into the following cPRA categories: 80-89%, 90-97%, 98-99.9%, 
and 99.9%+. These categories were selected to best balance anticipated differences in likelihood of 
both DDKT and KPD across cPRA based on our prior work, while still maintaining sufficient 
groups sizes for well-powered comparisons.44, 50 As a sensitivity analyses, we also explored the 




Temporal trends in transplant likelihood for HS candidates  
In order to understand how the likelihood of each transplant modality (DDKT, KPD, and non-KPD 
LDKT) changed over time for transplant candidates, we used competing risks regression with the 
method of Fine and Gray.27 The use of KPD was distinguished from non-KPD LDKT using the 
living donor relationship field as reported to the OPTN, and we considered KPD transplants to be 
those coded as ‘non-biological, unrelated: paired donation’ or ‘non-biological, unrelated: non-directed 
donation’. For each modality, and across cPRA groups, we constructed a separate model treating 
death or waitlist removal due to deteriorating medical condition, the remaining two modalities, and 
waitlist removal for any other reason as competing events (e.g. if DDKT was the outcome, then 
KPD, non-KPD LDKT, death/waitlist removal due to deteriorating medical condition, and waitlist 
removal were all treated as competing events). Candidates entered the risk set on the day of listing if 
the candidate had a cPRA ≥80%, whereas candidates who entered the waitlist but had an initial 
cPRA <80% were treated as late entries when their cPRA reached ≥80%. Candidates in the risk set 
whose cPRA dropped below 80% were censored, but their waitlist time up until that point was 
included in the analysis. Candidates remaining on the waitlist at era changes were censored, and were 
otherwise followed until three years, or until administrative censorship on 2/28/2019. Analyses 
stratified by cPRA were only adjusted for candidate age, sex, and race due to a small number of 
events in certain subgroups. 
 
Temporal trends in transplant modality used for HS recipients 
To understand how the differing likelihood of each transplant modality for HS transplant candidates 
impacted which transplant modalities were used by recipients, we compared the proportion of HS 
recipients who received each modality (DDKT, KPD, non-KPD) across cPRA groups and time eras 
using the chi-square test. 
 
Use of non-KPD LDKT for HS recipients  
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In our initial analysis, we found that a significantly lower proportion of cPRA 98%+ recipients used 
non-KPD LDKT in Era 3 compared to Era 1. In order to understand whether this was due to a 
direct decrease in the transplant type (e.g. non-KPD LDKT vs. any other) used for HS recipients, we 
used logistic regression to predict the number of HS candidates expected to undergo non-KPD 
LDKT in each era. Our outcome was a binary variable for whether or not the candidate underwent 
non-KPD LDKT. We controlled for candidate age, sex, race, blood type, cause of ESRD, previous 
transplant, time on dialysis, and waitlist time to reach cPRA ≥80%. The prediction model for 
receiving non-KPD LDKT was derived using candidates from Era 1. To obtain the cumulative 
number of expected events in each era, and for each cPRA group, we summed the individual 
predicted probabilities of non-KPD LDKT for each recipient in that era. We then divided the 
observed number of patients who actually received non-KPD LDKT by the cumulative number of 
expected events to yield an observed versus expected (O:E) ratio for each era/cPRA group. We 
calculated the 95% confidence intervals for the O:E ratio using the method outlined in the SRTR 
Technical Methods for the Program Specific Report (https://www.srtr.org/about-the-
data/technical-methods-for-the-program-specific-reports). Effectively, this model allowed us to 
distinguish between a direct decrease in the usage of non-KPD LDKT over time (O:E ratio <1), or 
an increase in the number of candidates undergoing DDKT (or KPD) who might not have otherwise 
been transplanted (O:E ratio ≥1). 
 
Statistical analysis 
Confidence intervals are reported as per the method of Louis and Zeger.28 All analyses were 







HS candidates  
We identified 39,907 HS candidates, of which 14,595 (36.6%) were listed in Era 1, 13,487 (33.8%) 
were listed in Era 2, and 11,825 (29.6%) were listed in Era 3. Compared to candidates in Era 1, 
candidates in Era 3 were older (49.7 years vs. 48.4 years, p<0.001), less likely to be white (37.5% vs. 
41.2%, p<0.001), more likely to have ESRD caused by glomerular disease (27.8% vs. 28.4%, 
p<0.001), more likely to have a higher median cPRA (94.0% vs. 92.0%, p<0.001), and had a higher 
estimated post-transplant survival score (49.7 vs. 49.5, p<0.001). Candidates in Era 3 spent less time 
on dialysis (1.8 years vs. 2.5 years, p<0.001) and were less likely to have had a prior transplant (44.0% 
vs. 48.3%, p<0.001) (Table 1). 
 
HS recipients  
We identified 19,003 HS recipients, of which 5,098 (26.8%) were transplanted in Era 1, 5,531 
(29.1%) were transplanted in Era 2, and 8,374 (44.1%) were transplanted in Era 3. Compared to 
recipients in Era 1, recipients in Era 3 were more likely to be older (49.3 years vs. 48.6 years, p=0.02), 
less likely to be white (41.3% vs. 48.5%, p<0.001), more likely to be blood type O (51.1% vs. 48.5%, 
p=0.002), more likely to be cPRA 100% (13.1% vs. 2.8%, p<0.001), more likely to have spent longer 
on dialysis (median 3.9 years vs. 3.5 years, p<0.001) and more likely to have had a prior transplant 
(52.6% vs. 46.9%, p<0.001) (Table 2). 
 
Temporal trends in transplant likelihood for HS candidates  
Overall temporal trends 
Compared to candidates in Era 1, candidates in Era 3 were more likely to receive DDKT (adjusted 
subhazard ratio [aSHR]: 1.741.851.97, p<0.001). Although there were no statistically significant changes 
in the likelihood of receiving any LDKT across eras (aSHR for Era 2 vs. 1: 0.861.001.16, p=1.0; for Era 
3 vs. 1: 0.991.131.30, p=0.08) (Table 3), there were differences between types of LDKT. Candidates in 
Era 2 and 3 were more likely to receive KPD (aSHR for Era 2 vs. 1: 1.311.732.29, p<0.001; for Era 3 vs. 
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1: 1.702.202.84, p<0.001), but candidates in Era 2 and 3 were less likely to receive non-KPD LDKT 
compared to candidates in Era 1 (aSHR for Era 2 vs. 1: 0.650.780.94, p=0.008; for Era 3 vs. 1: 
0.690.820.97, p=0.02). These changes led to a 3-year cumulative incidence of 38.6% for DDKT in Era 3 
(vs. 25.4% in Era 1), 2.4% for KPD (vs. 1.2%), and 3.2% for non-KPD LDKT (vs. 3.9%) (Figure 
1A-C).  
 
Temporal trends by cPRA category 
The trends highlighted above varied across cPRA. For candidates with cPRA 80-89%, candidates in 
Era 3 were less likely to receive DDKT (aSHR: 0.760.840.92, p<0.001) compared to candidates in Era 1 
(Table 3). Although there were no statistically significant changes in the likelihood of LDKT in Era 
2, candidates were more likely to undergo KPD (aSHR: 1.021.532.29, p=0.04), but less likely to undergo 
non-KPD LDKT (aSHR: 0.540.700.92, p=0.01) compared to candidates in Era 1. However, candidates 
in Era 3 were more likely to undergo LDKT compared to Era 1 (aSHR: 1.051.271.53, p=0.01), which 
was driven by an increase in the likelihood of KPD (aSHR: 1.412.032.91, p<0.001). There were no 
statistically significant changes in the likelihood of non-KPD LDKT across eras. These changes led 
to a 3-year cumulative incidence of 36.3% for DDKT in Era 3 (vs. 40.7% in Era 1), 3.6% for KPD 
(vs. 1.7%), and 6.3% for non-KPD LDKT (vs. 6.1%) (Table 4, Figure 1D-F). 
 
For candidates with cPRA 90-97%, candidates in Era 3 were more likely to receive DDKT (aSHR: 
1.751.952.17, p<0.001) compared to candidates in Era 1 (Table 3). Although there were no statistically 
significant changes in the likelihood of LDKT across eras, there was an increase in the likelihood of 
KPD (aSHR for Era 2 vs. 1: 1.251.983.13, p=0.004; Era 3 vs. 1: 1.712.624.00, p<0.001). There were no 
statistically significant changes in the likelihood of non-KPD LDKT across eras. These changes led 
to a 3-year cumulative incidence of 41.9% for DDKT in Era 3 (vs. 26.8% in Era 1), 3.1% for KPD 




For candidates with cPRA 98% to 99.9%, candidates in Era 3 were more likely to receive DDKT 
(aSHR: 5.576.627.85, p<0.001) compared to candidates in Era 1 (Table 3). Although there were no 
statistically significant changes in the likelihood of LDKT, candidates in Era 3 were more likely to 
receive KPD (aSHR: 1.142.324.73, p=0.02), but less likely to receive non-KPD LDKT than candidates 
in Era 1 (aSHR: 0.370.580.92, p=0.02). These changes led to a 3-year cumulative incidence of 47.3% for 
DDKT in Era 3 (vs. 10.1% in Era 1), 1.4% for KPD (vs. 0.6%), and 1.5% for non-KPD LDKT (vs. 
2.4%) (Table 4, Figure 1J-L). 
 
For candidates with cPRA 99.9%+, candidates in Era 3 were more likely to receive DDKT (aSHR: 
4.236.499.96, p<0.001) compared to candidates in Era 1 (Table 3). However, there were no statistically 
significant changes in the likelihood of LDKT, non-KPD LDKT, or KPD across eras. These 
changes led to a 3-year cumulative incidence of 25.9% for DDKT in Era 3 (vs. 3.9% in Era 1), 0.5% 
for KPD (vs. 0.3%), and 0.6% for non-KPD LDKT (vs. 1.0%) (Table 4, Figure 1M-O). 
 
Temporal trends in transplant modality used by HS recipients 
Overall temporal trends  
Over time, an increasing proportion of HS recipients were transplanted through DDKT (91.0% in 
Era 3 vs. 84.1% in Era 1, p<0.001) (Table 5, Figure 2). In contrast, a decreasing proportion of HS 
recipients were transplanted through non-KPD LDKT (4.8% vs. 11.6%). There were no significant 
changes in the proportion of recipients who underwent KPD (4.2% vs. 4.3%).  
 
Temporal trends by cPRA category  
The trends above varied across cPRA. A decreasing proportion of cPRA 80-89% recipients were 
transplanted through DDKT over time (80.1% in Era 3 vs. 86.2% in Era 1, p<0.001) (Table 5, 
Figure 2). In contrast, an increasing proportion were transplanted through KPD (8.6% vs. 3.8%). 




In contrast, an increasing proportion of cPRA 90-97% recipients were transplanted through DDKT 
(87.7% in Era 3 vs. 86.0% in Era 1, p<0.001) and KPD (5.9% vs. 4.2%), but fewer were transplanted 
through non-KPD LDKT (6.4% vs. 9.8%). 
 
An increasing proportion of cPRA 98-99.9% and cPRA 99.9%+ recipients were transplanted 
through DDKT (95.8% in Era 3 vs. 78.7% in Era 1 for cPRA 98-99.9% recipients; 96.2% vs. 59.1% 
for cPRA 99.9%+ recipients, p<0.001) (Table 5, Figure 2). However, a decreasing proportion were 
transplanted through non-KPD LDKT (2.1% vs. 16.5% for cPRA 98-99.9% recipients; 1.9% vs. 
30.9% for cPRA 99.9%+ recipients). Similarly, a decreasing proportion were transplanted through 
KPD (2.1% vs. 4.8% for cPRA 98-99.9% recipients; 2.0% vs. 10.0% for cPRA 99.9%+ recipients). 
 
Likelihood of receiving non-KPD LDKT by era 
Among cPRA 98-99.9% candidates, approximately one-third as many candidates underwent non-
KPD LDKT in Era 3 as would have been expected given candidate characteristics (O:E: 0.460.670.94) 
(Table 6). cPRA 99.9%+ candidates had an O:E ratio consistent with no change in non-KPD LDKT 
usage (O:E: 0.441.202.61) although this comparison was limited by a small sample size (n=6 recipients 
in Era 3).  
 
Sensitivity analyses 
We also explored alternative cPRA categorizations to understand whether our findings were sensitive 
to these categories. Our results were consistent with our main analyses (Table 7). An increasing 
proportion of cPRA 97.5%-98.49% recipients underwent DDKT over time (88.0% in Era 3 vs. 
78.2% in Era 1, p<0.001), as did cPRA 98.5%-99.49% recipients (93.8% vs. 80.3%, p<0.001) and 
cPRA 99.5%+ recipients (97.9% vs. 71.2%, p<0.001). However, a decreasing proportion of these 
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recipients underwent non-KPD LDKT (0.9% vs. 22.3% for 99.5%+ recipients) and KPD (1.2% vs. 




In this national study of 39,907 HS candidates and 19,003 recipients, we have shown that the 
likelihood of DDKT and KPD for HS candidates have increased by 1.85-fold and 2.20-fold, 
respectively, in Era 3 vs. Era 1. Conversely, HS candidates had an 18% decreased likelihood of non-
KPD LDKT in Era 3 vs. Era 1. However, these changes varied across cPRA categories. The 
likelihood of KPD increased for cPRA 80-89% (2.03-fold), cPRA 90-97% candidates (2.62-fold), and 
cPRA 98-99.9% candidates (2.32-fold) in Era 3 vs. Era 1, but there were no statistically significant 
changes for cPRA 99.9%+ candidates. The net impact of these changes at the candidate level had 
different effects on HS recipients based on cPRA – such that DDKT was used less frequently over 
time for cPRA 80-89% recipients (80.1% in Era 3 vs. 86.2% in Era 1), but more frequently for cPRA 
98-99.9% (95.8% vs. 78.7%) and cPRA 99.9%+ (96.2% vs. 59.1%) recipients. In contrast, KPD was 
used more frequently over time for cPRA 80-89% (8.6% in Era 3 vs. 3.8% in Era 1) and 90-97% 
recipients (5.9% vs. 4.2%), but less frequently for cPRA 98-99.9% (2.1% vs. 4.8%) and cPRA 
99.9%+ (2.0% vs. 10.0%) recipients. Moreover, this decrease in non-KPD LDKT use in cPRA 
98%+ recipients appears to be a driven by a direct decrease in utilization of this modality, since one-
third fewer recipients used non-KPD LDKT in Era 3 as would have been expected given candidate 
characteristics (O:E for cPRA 98-99.9%+ candidates: 0.67). Although KAS has led to substantially 
higher DDKT rates for most HS candidates, this may have inadvertently led to decreased use of non-
KPD LDKT to transplant cPRA 98%+ candidates. 
 
Our findings of an increased likelihood of DDKT for cPRA 90%+ candidates, and decreased 
likelihood for cPRA 80-89% candidates, are consistent with a number of studies that have described 
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the impact of KAS on DDKT rates for the HS.10-13, 50 However, we have extended this work by using 
national data to quantify changes in likelihood of KPD and non-KPD LDKT, which were not 
addressed in those studies. Our findings of increased likelihood of KPD for most HS candidates in 
the era of large, single- and multi-center KPD clearinghouses are also consistent with simulation data 
that showed more HS candidates would be able to find a KPD match with increasing registry size.51 
However, we extended this work by studying trends over the last decade (of which KAS is just one 
era), and by also quantifying how the net impact of these changes resulted in different trends in 
transplant modalities being used by HS recipients based on cPRA. While cPRA 80-89% recipients 
were less likely to have received DDKT, and more likely to have received LDKT, the opposite was 
true for cPRA 98%+ recipients, who were more likely to receive DDKT and less likely to receive 
LDKT (3.4% of cPRA 99.9% recipients underwent LDKT in Era 3, compared to 38.0% in Era 1). 
This appears to be a driven by a direct decrease in utilization of this non-KPD LDKT, since one-
third fewer recipients used non-KPD LDKT in Era 3 as would have been expected given candidate 
characteristics. Although KAS has undoubtedly helped some cPRA 98%+ candidates undergo 
DDKT who might not previously have been able to undergo transplant, our findings suggest that 
some cPRA 98%+ candidates are actually foregoing LDKT, which might require a complicated KPD 
match or desensitization to facilitate incompatible LDKT, in favor of DDKT, which has become 
substantially easier under KAS. Although not every cPRA 98%+ candidate has a potential living 
donor available, it is possible that some of these candidates might benefit from KPD or incompatible 
LDKT. 
 
This decrease in non-KPD LDKT use by cPRA 98%+ recipients might be concerning for two 
reasons. First, mortality and graft loss is significantly lower after compatible LDKT than after 
DDKT, and thus these candidates might be better served attempting to find a compatible match, 
such as through KPD 52. Second, even if a candidate cannot find a compatible living donor, 
incompatible LDKT is associated with a survival benefit compared to waiting for DDKT.24 
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Moreover, some candidates are able to find a ‘less incompatible’ match by combining incompatible 
LDKT with KPD.53, 54 However, incompatible LDKT is possibly associated with higher costs and 
more complications than compatible LDKT, and thus might not be appropriate for every cPRA 
98%+ candidate with an incompatible living donor.55-58 Nevertheless, beyond a direct benefit to the 
cPRA 98% recipient, increasing LDKT utilization would allow candidates without a living donor to 
undergo DDKT, thus increasing the number of patients able to benefit from kidney transplantation. 
One potential strategy to mitigate this decrease in the use of non-KPD LDKT might be to delay the 
awarding of priority points for cPRA 98%+ candidates until, for example, one year after waitlist 
registration. This might encourage candidates and centers to aggressively search for a living donor 
and, if necessary, provide sufficient time to find a compatible or ‘less incompatible’ match through 
KPD. Such a policy might resemble the recent policy change that created a phase-in period for 
exception points for liver transplant candidates with hepatocellular carcinoma, which has led to more 
balanced transplant rates between candidates with and without hepatocellular carcinoma, without an 
increase in waitlist mortality.59  
 
Several limitations of our study are worth considering. First, not every HS DDKT candidate has a 
living donor available to them, and our estimates of likelihood of KPD and non-KPD LDKT cannot 
distinguish between candidates who had a potential living donor and those who did not. The OPTN 
does not collect data on whether transplant recipients had a potential living donor, nor on whether 
they received desensitization. However, the O:E ratios we calculated attempted to address this issue 
indirectly by determining how many candidates would be expected to undergo non-KPD LDKT in Era 
3, if non-KPD LDKT was used for similar candidates in Era 3 as it had been for Era 1. Additionally, 
it is likely that there are between-center differences in how unacceptable antigens are determined and 
managed, details of which are not captured by the OPTN. Despite these limitations, the major 
strength of our study is our use of national registry data, which allows us to characterize trends in 




In conclusion, we found that the likelihood of DDKT and KPD increased for HS candidates over 
time, although the likelihood of non-KPD LDKT decreased. Moreover, we found that the net 
impact of these changes varied across cPRA, such that DDKT was used less frequently over time for 
cPRA 80-89% recipients, but more frequently for cPRA 98%+ recipients. In contrast, KPD was used 
more frequently over time for cPRA 80-97% recipients, but less frequently for cPRA 98%+ 
recipients. Additionally, this decrease in non-KPD LDKT appears to be the result of these 
candidates undergoing other transplant types instead, since one-third fewer recipients underwent 
non-KPD LDKT in Era 3 as would have been expected given candidate characteristics. One possible 
strategy to mitigate this decline might be to delay the awarding of priority points for DDKT until a 
specific time point after waitlist registration, in order to encourage the identification and utilization of 















Age (years), mean (SD) 48.4 (13.0) 49.4 (13.0) 49.7 (12.9) <0.001 
Female sex, % 36.3 35.8 34.0 <0.001 
Race, %    <0.001 
   White 41.2 38.6 37.5  
   Black 36.3 36.4 36.1  
   Other 22.4 25 26.4  
Cause of ESRD, %    <0.001 
   Glomerular Diseases 27.8 28.1 28.4  
   Diabetes 23.5 25.3 26.6  
   Hypertension 24 22.7 20.9  
   Polycystic Kidney Disease 6.5 6.9 7.1  
   Other 18.2 17.0 17.0  
Blood Type, %    0.41 
   O 49.4 48.7 48.7  
   A 32.1 32.2 32.7  
   B 14.8 15.5 14.6  
   AB 3.7 3.7 3.9  







Estimated post-transplant survival score, mean 
(SD) 
49.5 (28.8) 50.9 (29.0) 49.7 (28.8) <0.001 





History of prior transplant 48.3 47.0 44.0 <0.001 
    Prior living donor transplant,  
    % of those with a prior 
     transplant 
36.2 36.2 39.1 
 
cPRA; calculated panel reactive antibody; ESRD, end-stage renal disease; IQR, interquartile range; 









Table 2. Characteristics of HS recipients, by era of transplant.  
Characteristic Era 1 (n=5,098) Era 2 (n=5,331) Era 3 (n=8,374) p-value 
Recipient     
Age (years), mean (SD) 48.6 (13.0) 49.2 (13.1) 49.3 (12.8) 0.02 
Female sex, % 65.2 63.7 64.6 0.3 
Race, %    <0.001 
   White 48.5 47.6 41.3  
   Black 31.0 29.7 31.6  
   Other 20.5 22.8 27.1  
Cause of ESRD, %    0.5 
   Glomerular Diseases 32.3 32.7 33.5  
   Diabetes 17.6 17.9 18.0  
   Hypertension 21.2 20.7 21.2  
   Polycystic Kidney Disease 8.1 8.5 8.0  
   Other 20.8 20.3 19.3  
Blood Type, %    0.002 
   O 48.5 47.7 51.1  
   A 36.6 36.7 33.9  
   B 11.1 11.4 11.2  
   AB 3.8 4.2 3.9  
cPRA (%)    <0.001 
   80-89 41.0 39.1 17.6  
   90-97 37.5 38.3 25.7  
   98-99.9 18.7 19.6 43.6  
   99.9%+ 2.8 3.1 13.1  
DDKT Sharing, %    <0.001 
   Local 61.6 64.3 39.0  
   Regional 6.2 6.7 17.7  
   National 32.2 29.0 43.3  
Years on dialysis, median (IQR) 3.5 (1.5, 6.5) 3.6 (1.4, 6.7) 3.9 (1.5, 7.3) <0.001 
History of a prior transplant, % 46.9 50.0 52.6 <0.001 
    Prior living donor transplant,  
    % of those with a prior 
    transplant 
39.0 42.3 41.3  
cPRA; calculated panel reactive antibody; DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplant; ESRD, end-




Table 3. Likelihood of different transplant modalities among HS candidates by era and 
cPRA category. 
 aSHR 
 Era 2 vs. Era 1*  Era 3 vs. Era 1* Era 3 vs. Era 2* 
Overall     
DDKT 0.971.041.12 1.741.851.97 1.671.771.89 
LDKT 0.861.001.16 0.991.131.30 0.991.131.30 
     Non-KPD  0.650.780.94 0.690.820.97 0.871.041.25 
     KPD 1.311.732.29 1.702.202.84 1.021.271.57 
cPRA    
80-89%    
DDKT  0.941.031.15 0.760.840.92 0.730.810.89 
LDKT 0.710.891.11 1.051.271.53 1.161.431.76 
     Non-KPD 0.540.700.92 0.831.041.31 1.141.491.93 
     KPD 1.021.532.29 1.412.032.91 0.951.331.85 
90-97%    
DDKT  0.951.071.22 1.751.952.17 1.641.822.02 
LDKT 0.921.181.52 0.981.241.58 0.841.051.32 
     Non-KPD 0.670.921.25 0.580.781.07 0.620.851.17 
     KPD 1.251.983.13 1.712.624.00 0.941.321.86 
98-99.9%    
DDKT  0.961.201.49 5.576.627.85 4.715.526.48 
LDKT 0.801.151.65 0.630.911.31 0.560.791.13 
     Non-KPD 0.590.901.39 0.370.580.92 0.400.641.03 
     KPD 1.052.214.66 1.142.324.73 0.611.051.81 
99.9%+    
DDKT  0.380.701.31 4.236.499.96 5.739.2414.90 
LDKT 0.471.313.67 0.350.952.59 0.300.731.73 
     Non-KPD 0.361.284.54 0.210.772.79 0.190.601.85 
     KPD 0.241.377.99 0.271.336.68 0.240.973.93 
Bold indicates p<0.05  
*Indicates reference group 
aSHR, adjusted subhazard ratio; cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody, DDKT, deceased donor 








Table 4. 3-year cumulative incidence of overall transplant for HS candidates by era and 
cPRA.* 
cPRA Era 1 Era 2 Era 3 
80-89% (%) 48.5 50.2 46.2 
90-97% (%) 32.0 34.1 47.9 
98-99.9% (%) 13.1 16.5 50.1 
99.9%+ (%) 5.2 5.1 27.0 
*Includes all modalities (i.e. DDKT and overall LDKT) 
cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody. 
 
Over time, there was a substantial increase in the percent of cPRA 90%+ candidates receiving a 
transplant by three years after listing. For example, 50.1% of cPRA 98-99.9% candidates received a 



















Table 5. Temporal trends in transplant modalities received by HS recipients by era and 
cPRA.  
 Era 1 Era 2 Era 3 p-value 
Overall (%)     
DDKT 84.1 86.4 91.0 
<0.001 
LDKT 15.9 13.6 9.0 
Non-KPD  11.6 7.5 4.8 
KPD 4.3 6.1 4.2 
cPRA     
80-89% (%)     
DDKT 86.2 89.7 80.1 
<0.001 
LDKT 13.8 10.3 19.9 
Non-KPD 10.0 6.2 11.3 
KPD 3.8 4.1 8.6 
90-97% (%)     
DDKT 86.0 86.5 87.7 
<0.001 
LDKT 14.0 13.5 12.3 
Non-KPD 9.8 7.3 6.4 
KPD 4.2 6.2 5.9 
98-99.9% (%)     
DDKT 78.7 82.0 95.8 
<0.001 
LDKT 21.3 18.0 4.2 
Non-KPD 16.5 8.6 2.1 
KPD 4.8 9.4 2.1 
99.9%+ (%)     
DDKT 59.1 68.7 96.2 
<0.001 
LDKT 40.9 31.3 3.8 
Non-KPD 30.9 20.1 1.9 
KPD 10.0 11.2 2.0 
cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody; DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; KPD, 











Table 6.  Observed to expected ratios for HS recipients undergoing non-KPD LDKT, by era 
and cPRA. 
 
Although this analysis was motivated by initial results in the cPRA 98-99.9% subpopulation, we have 
provided results for all cPRA groups. cPRA 98-99.9% candidates were approximately one-third less 








 Observed Expected O:E 95% CI 
Overall      
Era 1  277 277 Ref  - 
Era 2 208 262 0.79 0.69-0.91 
Era 3  281 258 1.09 0.97-1.22 
cPRA     
80-89%     
Era 1  144 144 Ref - 
Era 2 86 127 0.68 0.54-0.84 
Era 3  165 124 1.33 1.14-1.55 
90-97%     
Era 1  85 85 Ref - 
Era 2 76 85 0.89 0.70-1.11 
Era 3  78 81 0.96 0.76-1.20 
98-99.9%     
Era 1  44 44 Ref - 
Era 2 40 45 0.89 0.63-1.21 
Era 3  32 48 0.67 0.46-0.94 
99.9%+     
Era 1  4 4 Ref - 
Era 2 6 5 1.20 0.44-2.61 
Era 3  6 5 1.20 0.44-2.61 
O:E. observed to expected ratio; CI, confidence interval. 
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Table 7. Temporal trends in transplant modalities received by HS recipients by era and 




cPRA Era 1 Era 2 Era 3 p-value 
80.00-89.00%     
DDKT  86.2 89.6 80.4 
<0.001 
LDKT 13.8 10.4 19.6 
Non-KPD 10.0 6.2 11.2 
KPD 3.8 4.2 8.4 
90.00-97.49%     
DDKT  86.0 86.4 87.8 
<0.001 
LDKT 14.0 13.6 12.2 
Non-KPD 9.8 7.4 6.2 
KPD 4.2 6.2 5.9 
97.50-98.49%     
DDKT  78.2 86.2 88.0 
<0.001 
LDKT 21.8 13.8 12.0 
Non-KPD 15.7 7.2 6.9 
KPD 6.1 6.6 5.1 
 98.50%-99.49%     
DDKT  80.3 79.3 93.8 
<0.001 
LDKT 19.7 20.7 6.2 
Non-KPD 16.2 9.3 3.0 
KPD 3.5 11.4 3.2 
99.50%+     
DDKT  71.2 77.4 97.9 
<0.001 
LDKT 28.8 22.6 2.1 
Non-KPD 22.3 12.8 0.9 
KPD 6.5 9.8 1.2 
cPRA, calculated panel reactive antibody; DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; KPD, 
kidney-paired donation; LDKT, living donor kidney transplantation.  
 
This sensitivity analysis was consistent with our main analysis. A decreasing proportion of cPRA 
98.5%+ recipients underwent non-KPD LDKT (0.9% in Era 3 vs. 22.3% in Era 1 for 99.5%+ 
recipients) and KPD (1.2% vs. 6.5% for cPRA 99.5%+ recipients). 
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KPD, kidney-paired donation; LDKT, living donor kidney transplant; DDKT, deceased donor 
kidney transplant; KAS, Kidney Allocation System; Era 1: 1/1/2009-12/31/2011; Era 2: 1/1/2012-
12/3/2014; Era 3: 12/4/2014-12/31/2017. 
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Each figure shows the crude cumulative incidence of each potential waitlist outcome at three-years 



































































Each figure (A-E) shows the annual percentage of HS recipients in each cPRA category that used 
each transplant modality. For example, 30.9% of cPRA 99.9%+ recipients underwent non-KPD 
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interpretation and reporting of these data are the responsibility of the author(s) and in no way should 
be seen as an official policy of or interpretation by the SRTR or the U.S. Government. 
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The Kidney Allocation System (KAS) has resulted in fewer pediatric kidneys being allocated to 
pediatric deceased donor kidney transplant (pDDKT) recipients. This had prompted concerns that 
post-pDDKT outcomes may worsen. To study this, we used SRTR data to compare outcomes of 
953 pre-KAS pDDKT (age<18 years) recipients (12/4/2012-12/3/2014) to 934 post-KAS pDDKT 
recipients (12/4/2014-12/3/2016). We analyzed mortality and graft loss using Cox regression, 
delayed graft function (DGF) using logistic regression, and length of stay (LoS) using negative 
binomial regression. Post-KAS recipients had longer pre-transplant dialysis times (median 1.26 vs. 
1.07 years, p=0.02) and were more often cPRA 100% (2.0% vs. 0.1%, p=0.001). Post-KAS recipients 
had less graft loss than pre-KAS recipients (hazard ratio [HR]:0.350.540.83, p=0.005), but no statistically 
significant differences in mortality (HR:0.290.721.83, p=0.5), DGF (odds ratio [OR]:0.931.321.93, p=0.2), 
and LoS (LoS ratio:0.961.061.19, p=0.4). After adjusting for donor/recipient characteristics, there were 
no statistically significant post-KAS differences in mortality (adjusted HR [aHR]:0.371.042.92, p=0.9 ), 
DGF (adjusted OR:0.941.412.13, p=0.1), or LoS (adjusted LoS ratio:0.931.041.16, p=0.5). However, post-
KAS pDDKT recipients still had less graft loss (aHR:0.380.590.91, p=0.02). KAS has had a mixed effect 
on short-term post-transplant outcomes for pDDKT recipients, although our results are limited by 











The Kidney Allocation System (KAS) was implemented on December 4, 2014, representing the 
largest change to deceased donor kidney allocation policy in the United States in over twenty years. 
The goals of KAS were to improve access to deceased donor kidney transplantation (DDKT) for 
historically disadvantaged groups (such as racial minorities and highly sensitized patients) and to 
better match the highest quality donor organs with recipients who have the longest expected post-
transplant survival.7 Except for regional and national sharing priority for highly sensitized candidates, 
pediatric recipients’ place in the allocation sequence was not directly modified by KAS. However, a 
significant change was made to the method in which kidneys were allocated to them.60 Prior to KAS, 
pediatric deceased donor kidney transplant (pDDKT) recipients were allocated kidneys under Share-
35, whereby kidneys from donors less than 35 years old would be initially allocated to pDDKT.61 
Under KAS, pediatric candidates are now preferentially allocated kidneys with a Kidney Donor 
Profile Index (KDPI) < 35, representing a donor organ that is similar to the top 35% of kidneys 
recovered in the previous year. The goal of these changes was to maintain the pediatric priority for 
higher quality donor organs. Although early simulations suggested that pDDKT would remain 
unchanged after KAS implementation, changes in the allocation system can produce unintended 
consequences.60, 62 
 
Early reports on the effect of KAS were encouraging, with studies showing an increase in 
transplantation rates for highly sensitized patients and African-American patients in the first year 
after KAS implementation, without a change in overall pDDKT rate.13, 14 Nevertheless, a longer-term 
study showed that children < 6 years old were 21% less likely to undergo DDKT after KAS 
implementation.15 Moreover, a recent report showed that pDDKT recipients < 10 years old 
experienced a 69% increase in the odds of delayed graft function (DGF) after KAS implementation, 
and recipients with DGF had a 2.2-fold increase in graft failure compared to those without DGF.17 
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Finally, another study showed that the overall percentage of pDDKT recipients that received a 
pediatric donor kidney decreased post-KAS.16 These changes under KAS have prompted some 
concerns that KAS violates the ethical principles of utility (pediatric recipients are less frequently 
receiving high-quality kidneys from pediatric donors) and justice (decreased access to transplantation 
for pediatric candidates < 6 years old), and some have proposed modifications to KAS to attempt to 
reverse this change.18, 19  
 
Before considering a change to allocation policy, we felt it was important to have a complete 
understanding of the effect of KAS on pDDKT recipients. To better inform this discussion, we 
explored whether KAS-related changes have led to worse post-transplant outcomes in pDDKT. We 
chose to study patient and graft survival, delayed graft function, and length of stay since these are 
important post-transplant outcomes for patients, families, and physicians, and could have been 
affected by KAS-related changes in donor/recipient case-mix. For example, a decrease in pediatric 
donors being allocated to pediatric recipients might lead to decreased graft survival, and an increase 
in highly sensitized recipients and recipients with a longer pre-transplant dialysis time might lead to 
an increased risk of DGF and longer LoS).16, 17 Therefore, we analyzed national registry data to 
determine whether post-transplant outcomes (patient and graft survival, delayed graft function, and 
length of stay) for pDDKT recipients have worsened following KAS implementation. As a result of 
some of the negative consequences of KAS described above, we hypothesized that some of these 





This study used data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR). The SRTR data 
system includes data on all donors, wait-listed candidates, and transplant recipients in the US, 
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submitted by the members of the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN), and 
has been described elsewhere.25 The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), U.S. 




We compared pDDKT (< 18 years old) recipients who were transplanted pre-KAS (12/4/2012 to 
12/3/2014) to those transplanted post-KAS (12/4/2014 to 12/3/2016). This study was approved by 
the Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review Board. 
 
Mortality and graft loss 
We analyzed mortality and all-cause graft loss using Cox proportional hazards regression with a 
sandwich estimator, which accounts for clustering of outcomes by center.26 We first used a 
univariable model, and then created a multivariable model, adjusting for the following recipient and 
donor factors: recipient age at transplant, gender, race/ethnicity, ABO blood type, years on dialysis, 
CPRA at transplant (0-19%, 20-94%, 95-100%), cause of end-stage renal disease (ESRD), donor age, 
cold ischemia time (CIT) in hours, KDPI (as a binary variable greater or less than 35%), organ share 
type (local, regional, or national), and receipt of a zero-mismatch organ. To analyze mortality, we 
administratively censored the pre-KAS cohort on 5/31/2015 and the post-KAS cohort on 
5/31/2017, to ensure equal follow-up times between groups. We censored both cohorts at an earlier 
date for analysis of graft loss, since ascertainment of graft loss in SRTR lags behind that of mortality 
(pre-KAS cohort on 01/01/2015 and the post-KAS cohort on 01/01/2017).  
 
Trends in graft loss 
To determine if our results were due to secular trends in graft loss, we included additional groups of 
pDDKT recipients who were transplanted from 12/4/2006 to 12/3/2008, 12/4/2008 to 12/3/2010, 
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and 12/4/2010 to 12/3/2012. We administratively censored these groups on 01/01/2009, 
01/01/2011, and 01/01/2013, respectively, to ensure equal follow-up time to the pre-KAS and post-
KAS cohort. We then included a continuous time variable in our regression model to determine 
whether there were any secular trends in graft loss during the study period.   
 
Delayed graft function and length of stay 
We also examined changes in the incidence of DGF and LoS following KAS implementation. DGF 
was defined as the need for dialysis within the first week after transplantation, as reported to the 
OPTN. We analyzed DGF using logistic regression, excluding those who received a pre-emptive 
transplant (448 patients, or 23.7% of the original cohort). We analyzed LoS using negative binomial 
regression, excluding patients for whom their index hospitalization LoS was missing (65 patients, or 
3.4% of the original cohort). We included a sandwich estimator in both models to account for within 
center clustering of outcomes.26 Both DGF and LoS were first analyzed with a univariable model, 
then a multivariable model adjusting for the same donor and recipient characteristics as for graft loss 
and mortality. 
 
Effect modifiers of graft loss 
In our primary analysis, we found that post-KAS recipients had less graft loss than pre-KAS 
recipients. In order to understand post-KAS changes that may have resulted in this, we explored 
potential effect modifiers using interaction terms, with a separate unadjusted model for each 
interaction. Interactions between the donor and recipient characteristics used in our multivariable 
model were explored.  
 
Sensitivity Analyses 
Since prior studies have shown that younger recipients may have been uniquely disadvantaged by 
KAS, we also separately examined post-transplant outcomes among recipients < 6 years old and < 10 
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years old as a sensitivity analysis.63 Additionally, we performed a sensitivity analysis for the 
development of DGF including pre-emptive pDDKT recipients, as they comprised almost 25% of 
our initial sample population. 
 
Statistical analysis 
We used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare baseline differences in age, years on dialysis, CIT, 
and KDPI. We used Pearson's Chi-squared test or Fisher's exact test to compare baseline differences 
in other categorical variables as appropriate. Data was missing for 2.8% of our study population. We 
used Little’s test to determine whether our data was missing completely at random. This test was 
non-significant, suggesting that the assumption that our data was missing completely at random was 
reasonable. Therefore, we performed complete case analysis for our adjusted regressions, where 
observations with missing data were excluded. Confidence intervals are reported as per the method 
of Louis and Zeger.28 All analyses were performed using Stata 14.1/MP for Windows (College 





Pre-KAS and post-KAS recipients were a similar age (median 13 years vs. 13, p=0.8) and were 
equally likely to be female (41.9% vs. 43.3%, p=0.5), white (38.4% vs. 40.6%, p=0.4), blood type O, 
(50.7% vs. 51.0%, p=0.7), have congenital anomalies of kidney and urinary tract as the cause of 
ESRD (29.3% vs. 29.7%, p=0.6), and receive nationally shared kidneys (4.2% vs. 4.1%, p=0.7) (Table 
1). Post-KAS recipients spent more time on dialysis (median 1.26 years vs. 1.07, p=0.02), were more 
likely to have 100% CPRA (2.0% vs. 0.1%, p=0.001), and were equally like to have ≤ 3 mismatches 
with their donor (17.1% vs. 16.1%, p=0.5). Donor age increased slightly post-KAS (median [IQR] 22 
years [18 – 29] vs. 22 years [17 - 27], p<0.001), and post-KAS recipients were less likely to receive an 
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organ from a pediatric donor (22.6% vs. 28.1%, p<0.01). CIT was not significantly different between 
groups (median 11.6 hours vs. 11.5 hours, p=0.3), nor was KDPI (median 12 vs. 11, p=0.4). 
 
Graft loss 
The cumulative incidence of graft loss at 2-years post-transplantation was 10.2% for pre-KAS 
recipients and 4.2% for post-KAS recipients, after a median follow-up time of 1.03 years (Figure 1). 
Through 2-years post-transplant, the unadjusted hazard of graft loss was lower for post-KAS 
recipients compared to pre-KAS recipients (hazard ratio [HR]: 0.350.540.83, p=0.005; Table 2). 
However, there was no statistically significant post-KAS difference in graft loss for recipients < 10 
years old (HR: 0.350.781.70, p=0.5), or for recipients < 6 years old (HR: 0.150.441.30, p=0.1).  
 
In order to determine whether there were secular changes in graft loss preceeding KAS that could 
account for the post-KAS improvement in graft loss, we examined graft loss in recipients from 
successive two-year time periods preceding the pre-KAS group (2006-2008, 2008-2010, and 2010-
2012). The cumulative incidence of graft loss at 2-years post-transplant was 11.2% for 2006-2008 
recipients, 10.5% for 2008-2010 recipients, and 6.1% for 2010-2012 recipients (Figure 1).  In our 
model adjusted for a continuous trend over time, there was no relationship between time and risk of 
graft loss (p=0.9), suggesting that there were no underlying secular trends responsible for the 
improved graft loss post-KAS. 
 
In order to understand potential causes for this apparent decrease in graft loss in post-KAS 
recipients, we adjusted for donor and recipients characteristics, but this did not appreciably change 
our results (adjusted HR [aHR]: 0.380.590.91, p=0.02; Table 2). None of the potential interaction terms 





The cumulative incidence of mortality at 2-years post-transplantation was 1.1% for pre-KAS 
recipients and 0.6% for post-KAS recipients, after a median follow-up time of 1.47 years. Through 2-
years post-transplantation, the unadjusted hazard of mortality was not significantly different between 
post-KAS recipients and pre-KAS recipients (HR: 0.290.721.83, p=0.6; Table 2). This remained 
consistent after adjusting for donor and recipient characteristics (aHR: 0.371.042.92, p=0.9; Table 2). 
There were no statistically significant post-KAS differences in mortality for recipients < 10 years old 
(HR: 0.280.973.37, p=1.0) or < 6 years old (HR: 0.230.853.07, p=0.8; Table 2). 
 
Delayed Graft Function 
Among patients who were not transplanted pre-emptively, 8.7% of pre-KAS recipients developed 
DGF compared to 11.1% of post-KAS recipients. Post-KAS recipients were not significantly more 
likely to develop DGF compared to pre-KAS recipients (odds ratio [OR]: 0.901.321.93, p=0.2, Table 2). 
This remained consistent after adjusting for donor and recipient characteristics (adjusted OR: 
0.941.412.13, p=0.1; Table 2). There were no statistically significant differences in development of 
delayed graft function in recipients < 10 years old (OR: 0.671.282.45, p=0.5) or for recipients < 6 years 
old (OR: 0.581.302.95, p = 0.5). In our sensitivity analysis including pre-emptive pDDKT recipients, 
6.9% of pre-KAS recipients developed DGF compared to 9.4% of all post-KAS recipients. These 
recipients were not significantly more likely to develop DGF post-KAS compared to pre-KAS 
(0.951.402.06, p=0.1). There were no statistically significant differences after adjusting for donor and 
recipient characteristics (adjusted OR: 0.981.492.25, p=0.06). 
 
Length of Stay 
The median (IQR) length of stay for pre-KAS recipients was 8 days (6 - 11), and for post-KAS 
recipient it was 8 days (6 - 12). LoS for post-KAS recipients was not significantly different compared 
to pre-KAS recipients (LoS ratio: 0.941.061.19, p=0.4, Table 2). This remained consistent after adjusting 
for donor and recipient characteristics (adjusted LoS ratio: 0.931.041.16, p=0.5; Table 2). There were no 
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statistically significant differences in LoS for recipients < 10 years old (LoS ratio: 0.831.001.21, p=1.0) 




In this national study of pDDKT recipients, we did not find any evidence that post-transplant 
mortality or LoS worsened in the first two years post-KAS. Although there was no statistically 
significant change in the incidence of DGF, our point estimate approached statistical significance 
despite a relatively small sample size. We also showed that graft loss decreased post-KAS, although 
this was not explained by any KAS-related changes in donor or recipient characteristics that we 
studied. Additionally, there were no underlying secular trends in graft loss during the study period 
that could account this improvement. We also did not observe any statistically significant worsening 
of outcomes in younger recipients, who have been shown to be specifically affected by KAS.15, 17 
 
The implementation of KAS has led to many positive changes for the adult DDKT population. 
Sensitized patients, racial minorities, and certain blood types now have improved access to DDKT 
(6, 7, 17-23).10-14, 20, 21, 64, 65 Nevertheless, one study in the pDDKT population showed that recipients 
are less likely to receive a pediatric kidney after KAS as a consequence of using KDPI to allocate 
kidneys, an index which does not fully capture the unique considerations of pediatric donors (low 
height and weight, characteristics such as en bloc vs. single graft) and may not accurately predict graft 
survival for pediatric recipients.16, 66 The KDPI formula assigns higher scores to kidneys from 
younger, and consequentially smaller, donors. Therefore, kidneys from pediatric donors may be 
assigned a high KDPI that precludes allocation to pediatric recipients.66 Although a decrease in 
allocation of pediatric kidneys to pDDKT recipients is concerning, our results suggest that this 
change has not led to worsened post-transplant graft survival. In contrast, we have shown that graft 
survival was actually improved in the two years post-KAS compared to the two years pre-KAS, in the 
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absence of any secular trends. One potential explanation for improved graft loss might be improved 
recipient selection, through mechanisms not currently measured in registry data. Additionally, an 
underlying change in management of pediatric recipients, unrelated to KAS, might also explain the 
improved two-year graft survival. However, to our knowledge there have been no recent large-scale 
changes in the management of pDDKT recipients whose effect would be stronger than the effect of 
KAS, which represents the largest change to the allocation system in almost two decades.  
 
We also did not find any statistically significant changes in the incidence of DGF and LoS following 
pDDKT after KAS implementation. DGF is an important outcome to study since it is associated 
with worse post-transplant outcomes, including acute rejection and graft failure (25-28).36, 67-69 
Moreover, it is a relatively more common complication after DDKT, such that any differences in its 
incidence after KAS should be readily apparent. Our finding of no statistically significant difference 
in DGF rates after KAS is in contrast to a study that reported a 69% increase in the odds of DGF 
for pDDKT recipients < 10 years old.17 This study included five years of pre-KAS recipients and two 
years of post-KAS recipients, focusing mainly on recipients < 10 years old. In contrast, we limited 
our pre-KAS cohort to only include two years of all pDDKT recipients, in order to increase its 
comparibility to our post-KAS cohort and limit the impact of any secular trends. As such, their study 
was more powered than ours was for the analysis of recipients < 10 years old, and might explain the 
difference in our findings. We did not find a statistically significant difference, in either overall or 
subgroup specific rates of DGF. Given our small sample size, it is possible that we were 
underpowered to detect a true difference of this size. However, in the context of an increase in DGF 
reported in the adult literature, the prior pediatric study suggesting an increased risk of DGF for 
recipients < 10 years old, and our results which approached statistical significance despite our small 
sample size, there may be a true increase in DGF rates for pDDKT recipients post-KAS that we are 
underpowered to detect in the current study. We also did not find a change in LoS for post-KAS 
recipients, which is consistent with a report from the adult literature.70 This is reassuring given that 
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the mean pre-transplant dialysis time and the proportion of cPRA 100% recipients increased 
significantly in our study post-KAS, both of which are associated with higher rates of DGF and 
could potentially have increased LoS.36, 69  
 
It has recently been suggested that KAS, as it stands now for pediatric patients, violates fundamental 
ethical principles, and that KAS should be modified to reverse some of the changes it instituted.18, 19 
This has been based on arguments for decreased justice (decreased access to transplantation for 
children < 6 years old) and utility (the highest quality pediatric donor kidneys are not being as 
frequently directed to children, who have the longest expected post-transplant survival).19 Without 
question, critical appraisal of KAS is important, and an ongoing evaluation of how it is affecting 
pediatric candidates is necessary to ensure that pediatric candidates continue to receive relative 
prioritization. Our results add context to this discussion, and underscore that KAS has had a 
complex effect on the pediatric population. It has led to decreased DDKT rates for candidates < 6 
years, a potentially increased incidence of DGF, but also decreased graft loss. As the transplant 
community grapples with whether, or how, to modify KAS for pediatric patients, our results add an 
understanding of how KAS has affected a range of post-transplant outcomes to these discussions. 
Although pre-transplant outcomes of pediatric candidates are outside of the scope of the current 
study (i.e. equity in access to DDKT), we felt it was important to study post-transplant outcomes of 
pediatric recipients, who are equally important stakeholders in, and equally affected by KAS. 
Ultimately, discussions of KAS modifications should consider the entire context of both pre-
transplant and post-transplant changes for pediatric candidates.  
 
Our study has several noteworthy limitations. In using national registry data, we depend on accurate 
outcome ascertainment. In pDDKT recipients, graft loss is a rare event and therefore inaccurate graft 
loss ascertainment could bias our results. However, we standardized follow-up times between pre-
KAS and post-KAS recipients to minimize differences in ascertainment across the two eras. We are 
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also limited to only two years of follow-up after KAS implementation. The changes in outcomes (or 
lack thereof) we have demonstrated here may change over time, especially for longer-term outcomes 
such as patient and graft survival. Despite this, we feel it is important to document short-term trends, 
to identify any unintended consequences of KAS. Additionally, as with any observational study using 
national registry data, we are unable to account for factors not captured by SRTR that might 
influence post-transplant outcomes (i.e. unmeasured confounding). Finally, studies of pediatric 
transplant recipients are limited by small sample sizes, and lower statistical power, relative to studies 
of adult recipients, and our study is no exception. Although we did not find any statistically 
significant post-KAS differences in mortality or DGF, this does not necessarily mean that there have 
not been smaller changes (but clinically important) that we are underpowered to detect. Although 
there is no analytical technique to overcome this weakness, our results should be considered in the 
full context of our sample size, point estimates, confidence intervals, and p-values.  
 
In conclusion, our results suggest that KAS has had a mixed effect on post-transplant outcomes for 
pDDKT recipients, although they should be considered in the context of a relatively small sample 
size and short-term follow-up. There were no statistically significant changes in mortality, LoS, or 
DGF. The small increase in the post-KAS incidence of DGF we report approached statistical 
significance, and in the context of other adult and pediatric literature, may represent a true increase in 
DGF post-KAS. Conversely, two-year graft survival was significantly improved post-KAS, although 
this was not adequately explained by changes in donor or recipient characteristics that we studied. 
Nevertheless, ongoing assessment of post-transplant outcomes should continue, to ensure that the 
highest-quality data is being used to critically evaluate the ongoing effects of KAS.  
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Table 1. Characteristics of pre-KAS recipients compared to post-KAS recipients. 





 N=953 N=934   
 
Recipient Characteistics 
   
 
Age at tx, median (IQR) 13 (7, 16) 13 (7, 16) 0.8 0 
Female 399 (41.87%) 404 (43.25%) 0.6 0 
Race/ethnicity   0.4 0 
White 366 (38.51%) 379 (40.58%)   
Hispanic 247 (25.92%) 209 (22.38%)   
African-American 38 (3.99%) 46 (4.93%)   
Asian 271 (28.33%) 269 (28.80%)   
Others 31 (3.25%) 31 (3.32%)   
Blood type   0.7 0 
A 305 (32.00%) 314 (33.62%)   
B 124 (13.01%) 108 (11.56%)   
AB 41 (4.30%) 36 (3.85%)   
O 483 (50.68%) 476 (50.96%)   







CPRA at tx   0.001 0 
0-19% 789 (82.79%) 777 (83.19%)   
20-94% 151 (15.84%) 128 (13.70%)   
95-97% 8 (0.84%) 5 (0.54%)   
98% 2 (0.21%) 4 (0.43%)   
99% 2 (0.21%) 1 (0.11%)   
100% 1 (0.10%) 19 (2.03%)   
Diagnosis at transplant   0.6 0 
CAKUT* 279 (29.28%) 277 (29.66%)   
Other familial/metabolic 59 (6.19%) 59 (6.32%)   
GN* 46 (4.83%) 32 (3.43%)   
Focal Glomerularsclerosis 113 (11.86%) 118 (12.63%)   
Other 456 (47.85%) 448 (47.97%)   
 
Donor Characteristics 
   
 




Cold ischemia time in hours, median 
(IQR) 
11.5 (8.0, 15.3) 11.6 (8.0, 16.3) 0.3 
2.5 
KDPI*, median (IQR) 11 (6, 22) 12 (6, 21) 0.4 0 
Sharing   0.7  
Local 873 (91.61%) 863 (92.40%)   
Regional 40 (4.20%) 33 (3.53%)   
National 40 (4.20%) 38 (4.07%)   
HLA mismatches ≤ 3 163 (17.1%) 150 (16.1%) 0.5 0.05 
* CAKUT, Congenital Anomalies of Kidney and Urinary Tract; GN, Glomerularonephritis; KDPI, 
Kidney Donor Profile Index, calculated using 2017 as the reference year.
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Table 2. Relative Risk of events post-KAS compared to pre-KAS. Proportional hazard Cox 
regressions were used for graft loss and patient mortality. Logistic regression was used for delayed 












Graft loss (HR) 0.350.540.83 0.250.450.81 0.350.781.70 0.150.441.30 0.380.590.91 
Patient mortality (HR)   0.290.721.83 0.030.343.99 0.280.973.37 0.230.853.07 0.371.042.92 
DGF (OR)   0.901.321.93 0.871.342.07 0.671.282.45 0.581.302.95 0.941.412.13 
LoS (LoS ratio)   0.941.061.19 0.941.091.25 0.831.001.21 0.800.981.20 0.931.041.16 
HR, hazard ratio; OR, odds ratio; LoS, length of stay; DGF, delayed graft function 
All ratios denote the increased or decreased risk for post-KAS recipients compared to pre-KAS 
recipients. Bolded values represent a ratio that significantly different than 1.0 (p<0.05). DGF results 


















Figure 1. All-cause graft loss by calender year. Each line represents recipients from five separate 
groups: recipients from 2006-2008, 2008-2010, 2010 - 2012, the pre-KAS cohort, and the post-KAS 
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Stakeholders have expressed concerns regarding decreased deceased donor kidney transplant 
(DDKT) rates for pediatric candidates under KAS. To better understand what might be driving this, 
we studied SRTR kidney offer data for 3,642 pediatric (age<18) kidney-only transplant candidates 
between 12/31/2012-12/3/2014 (pre-KAS) and 12/4/2014-1/6/2017 (post-KAS). We used 
negative binomial regression and multilevel logistic regression to compare offer and acceptance rates 
pre- and post-KAS. We stratified by donor age (<18, 18-34, and 35+) and KDPI (<35% and ≥35%) 
to reflect differing allocation prioritization pre-KAS and post-KAS. As might be expected from 
prioritization changes, post-KAS candidates were less likely to receive offers for donors 18-34 years 
old with KDPI≥35% (adjusted incidence rate ratio [aIRR]: 0.180.210.25, p<0.001), and more likely to 
receive offers for donors 18-34 years old and KDPI<35% (aIRR: 1.121.201.29, p<0.001). However, 
offer acceptance practices also changed post-KAS: kidneys from donors 18-34 years old and 
KDPI<35% were 24% less likely to be accepted post-KAS (adjusted odds ratio: 0.610.770.98, p=0.03). 
Using kidneys from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% post-KAS to the same extent they were 









The Kidney Allocation System (KAS) implemented on December 4, 2014 was designed to better 
match deceased donor kidneys with the longest expected graft survival to patients expected to live 
the longest post-transplant (“longevity matching”).4, 7 Under KAS, the way in which kidneys were 
allocated to pediatric candidates was changed, in part to keep a standardized allocation system based 
on the Kidney Donor Profile Index (KDPI). Prior to KAS, pediatric candidates were preferentially 
allocated donors ≤35 years old; under KAS, they are preferentially allocated organs from donors with 
a KDPI<35%.1 However, there have been several unintended changes for pediatric candidates under 
KAS. 
 
One of these unintended changes has been a 21% decrease in deceased donor kidney transplant 
(DDKT) rates for candidates <6 years old.15 Also, two studies have described a decrease in the 
number of pediatric recipients receiving organs from pediatric donors, with absolute decreases 
ranging from 3.3% - 11%.16, 17 Furthermore, one study noted a 121 day increase in the amount of 
time recipients <10 years old spent on the waitlist prior to transplant after KAS, and an absolute 
6.7% increase in the percentage of recipients waiting longer than one year for transplant.17 However, 
the cause of these changes has yet to be established. One possibility is that KAS has directed organs 
that are well suited for pediatric candidates towards adult candidates, and thus pediatric candidates 
are no longer receiving the same high-quality offers they were before KAS. Alternatively, it may be 
that kidney acceptance practices have changed under KAS, and high-quality kidneys are being offered 
to pediatric candidates but not accepted. It would be useful to understand how any KAS-related 
changes in kidney offers or acceptance practices have contributed to these unintended consequences 




To better understand these observations, we studied how kidney offer and acceptance patterns have 
changed under KAS using national kidney offer data. Our goals were to (i) compare offers to 
pediatric candidates on the waitlist before and after KAS, (ii) compare acceptance patterns before 
and after KAS, (iii) determine how these offer and acceptance patterns varied across donor age and 
KDPI, and (iv) determine whether KAS-related changes differentially impacted the youngest 






This study used data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR) December 2018 
public release. The SRTR data system includes data on all donor, wait-listed candidates, and 
transplant recipients in the US, submitted by the members of the Organ Procurement and 
Transplantation Network (OPTN), and has been described elsewhere.25 The Health Resources and 
Services Administration (HRSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services provides oversight 
to the activities of the OPTN and SRTR contractors. This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins 
University Institutional Review Board. 
 
Study population 
To characterize offer patterns on the waitlist, we studied 3,642 pediatric kidney-only transplant 
candidates (listed at age<18 years) who were ever active on the waitlist in the two years before (pre-
KAS: 12/31/2012-12/3/2014) and after KAS (post-KAS: 12/4/2014-1/6/2017). To characterize 
offer acceptance, we studied 3,048 pediatric kidney transplant candidates who were ever offered a 
deceased donor kidney in the two years pre-KAS and post-KAS. Pediatric kidney transplant 
candidates who listed for liver transplantation during the study period were excluded (n=116). 
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Candidates who turned 18 while on the waitlist remained in our study, as they were still prioritized as 
pediatric candidates. We compared pediatric candidates actively listed pre- and post-KAS using χ2 
tests for categorical variables and Wilcoxon rank sum tests for continuous variables. Candidates 
actively listed pre- and post-KAS were included in both columns of Table 1 and contribute person-
time to each era.  
 
Match-run data 
Each time a deceased donor kidney becomes available, candidate and donor factors are input to 
generate an appropriate offer match-list, from which a kidney is offered to each candidate in turn 
based on the current allocation system and candidate priority. Match-run data includes a record of all 
offers made for each kidney, and whether the offer was declined or accepted. We excluded bypassed 
offers (offers made outside the formal match list using a bypass code; for example, donor medical 
urgency requiring immediate organ placement) and offers made for kidneys that were never accepted 
by anyone (i.e. discards). In addition, offers reported as accepted in the match-run data that did not 
have an associated transplant record were considered declines (n=7), and offers reported as declines 




We calculated the offer rate, defined as the total number of offers made to pediatric candidates per 
total active person-years on the waitlist, pre- and post-KAS for all offers and for offers across donor 
age and KDPI. We stratified by donor age (categorized as <18, 18-34, and 35+) and KDPI (<35% 
and ≥35%) to reflect differing allocation prioritization pre- vs post-KAS. To determine whether the 
offer rate per person-year changed post-KAS and to account for overdispersion of offer counts, we 
used negative binomial regression with offer rate as the dependent variable and actively waitlisted 
time post-KAS as the primary exposure.50, 71-73 We adjusted for candidate age, sex, race, primary 
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diagnosis, time on dialysis, preemptive listing, and cPRA (calculated panel reactive antibody, modeled 




We calculated the percent of offers that were accepted pre- and post-KAS for all offers and for 
offers within each donor age and KDPI stratum. To determine whether offer acceptance changed 
post-KAS, we used multilevel logistic regression with offer acceptance as the dependent variable and 
offer made post-KAS as the primary exposure. We adjusted for candidate age, sex, race, primary 
diagnosis, time on dialysis, preemptive listing, cPRA, and calendar time, and stratified by donor age 
(<18, 18-34, and 35+) and donor KDPI (<35% vs. ≥35%). We used logistic regression to model the 
binary outcome of offer acceptance, and the multilevel framework with a random for transplant 
center allowed us to account for potential within-center clustering and between-center differences in 
acceptance practices.74  
 
Accepted and declined kidneys 
To identify changes in the deceased donor kidneys that were accepted or declined post-KAS, we 
compared the clinical and demographic characteristics of accepted and declined deceased donors pre- 
and post-KAS using χ2 tests for categorical variables and Wilcoxon rank sum tests for continuous 
non-parametric variables. Kidneys from the same donor were only included once in Table 4. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Confidence intervals are reported as per the method of Louis and Zeger.28 A 2-sided α level of 0.05 







Pediatric candidates pre- and post-KAS 
There were 2,137 and 2,095 pediatric candidates actively listed in the pre- and post-KAS eras. 
Characteristics of pediatric candidates on the kidney transplant waitlist remained largely unchanged 
between eras (Table 1); pre- and post-KAS median age at study entry was 13 (interquartile range 
[IQR] 8-16, p=0.9), 59.2% vs 58.1% were male (p=0.5), 25.5% vs 22.9% were black/African-
American (p=0.1), and 30.9% vs 29.6% were listed preemptively (p=0.4).  
 
Offers pre- and post-KAS 
In the two years pre-KAS, 8,240 offers were made to active pediatric candidates. Pre-KAS, 24.5% of 
offers were from donors <18 years old, 68.6% from donors 18-34 years old, 6.9% from donors 35+ 
years old, and 69.9% from donors with KDPI<35% (Figure 1A, left panel). In the two years post-
KAS, 9,953 offers were made to active pediatric candidates. Post-KAS, 11.6% were from donors <18 
years old, 68.8% from donors 18-34 years old, 19.6% from donors 35+ years old, and 88.8% from 
donors with KDPI<35% (Figure 1A, right panel). The percent of offers from donors <18 years old 
with KDPI≥35% decreased from 13.1% pre-KAS to 2.4% post-KAS (Figure 1).  
 
Offer rates per person-year pre- and post-KAS 
Among actively listed pediatric candidates, 76.9% pre-KAS vs 82.8% post-KAS were ever offered a 
deceased donor kidney that was eventually accepted by someone (p<0.001). More specifically, 25.4% 
vs 28.1% were ever offered a kidney from a donor <18 years old with KDPI<35% (p=0.045), 24.6% 
vs 8.0% were ever offered a kidney from a donor <18 years old with KDPI≥35% (p<0.001), 62.9% 
vs 70.5% were ever offered a kidney from a donor 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% (p<0.001), 
23.0% vs 8.9% were ever offered a kidney from a donor 18-34 years old with KDPI≥35% (p<0.001), 
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5.7% vs 32.2% were ever offered a kidney from a donor >35 years old with KDPI<35% (p<0.001), 
and 12.3% vs 18.8% were ever offered a kidney from a donor ≥35 years old with KDPI≥35%.  
 
Accounting for person-time, the crude offer rate overall increased from 7.5 offers per waitlist-year 
pre-KAS to 9.0 post-KAS (p<0.001, Table 2). The crude offer rate for kidneys from donors <18 
years old with KDPI<35% remained similar at 0.81 pre-KAS and 0.82 post-KAS (p=0.2), whereas 
the crude offer rate for kidneys from donors <18 years old with KDPI≥35% decreased from 0.95 to 
0.22 (p<0.001). After adjustment, the overall offer rate increased post-KAS by 13% (adjusted 
incidence rate ratio [aIRR]: 1.011.081.15, p=0.02) (Table 2). However, the association between KAS and 
offer rates varied across donor age and KDPI. Offer rates for kidneys from donors <18 years old 
and KDPI<35% did not significantly change (aIRR: 0.780.881.00, p=0.04), whereas offer rates for those 
with KDPI≥35% decreased by 79% post-KAS (aIRR: 0.180.210.25, p<0.001). Offer rates for kidneys 
from donors 18-34 years old and KDPI<35% increased by 27% post-KAS (aIRR: 1.121.201.29, 
p<0.001), whereas offer rates for those with KDPI≥35% decreased by 79% post-KAS (aIRR: 
0.170.210.25, p<0.001). Offer rates for kidneys from donors 35+ years old and KDPI<35% increased 
substantially post-KAS (aIRR: 7.098.5710.37, p<0.001), as did offer rates for those with KDPI≥35% 
(aIRR: 1.211.431.69, p<0.001). 
 
Offer acceptance pre- and post-KAS 
Pre-KAS, 12.2% (n=1002 transplants) of deceased donor kidneys offers were accepted versus 10.6% 
(n=1053 transplants) post-KAS. Overall, this change was not statistically significant (adjusted odds 
ratio [aOR]: 0.760.951.18, p=0.6); however, the percent of offers accepted pre- versus post-KAS varied 
by donor age and KDPI (Table 3). After adjustment, kidneys from donors <18 years old and 
KDPI<35% were equally likely to be accepted post-KAS (aOR: 0.771.061.45, p=0.8; absolute 
acceptance 21.8% pre-KAS vs. 22.1% post-KAS), as were those with KDPI≥35% (aOR: 0.300.651.40, 
p=0.2; absolute acceptance 5.4% pre-KAS vs. 3.8% post-KAS). In contrast, kidneys from donors 18-
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34 years old and KDPI<35% were 23% less likely to be accepted post-KAS (aOR: 0.610.770.98, 
p=0.03; absolute acceptance 14.2% pre-KAS vs. 10.4% post-KAS). Kidneys from donors 18-34 years 
old and KDPI≥35% were equally likely to be accepted post-KAS (aOR: 0.571.072.01, p=0.8; absolute 
acceptance 5.9% pre-KAS vs. 8.6% post-KAS). Kidneys from donors 35+ years old with 
KDPI<35% were substantially more likely to be accepted post-KAS (aOR: 1.162.826.87, p=0.02; 
absolute acceptance 4.4% pre-KAS vs. 8.4% post-KAS), although those with KDPI≥35% were 
equally likely to be accepted post-KAS (aOR: 0.751.683.74, p=0.2; absolute acceptance 2.3% pre-KAS 
vs. 3.6% post-KAS). 
 
Accepted and declined kidney characteristics pre- and post-KAS 
There were 1,002 kidneys (878 donors) accepted by pediatric candidates pre-KAS, and 1,053 kidneys 
(884 donors) accepted post-KAS. Compared to kidneys pre-KAS, those accepted post-KAS were less 
likely to be from donors <18 years old (26.2% pre-KAS vs 19.6% post-KAS, p<0.001), and more 
likely to be at PHS increased infectious risk (8.0% pre-KAS vs 13.6% post-KAS, p<0.001). Kidneys 
accepted pre-KAS and post-KAS had similar KDPI (median 13.0 pre-KAS vs 13.2 post-KAS, p=0.4) 
(Figure 2, Table 4A). 
 
Pre-KAS, kidneys from 2,296 donors were ever declined on behalf of pediatric candidates, and post-
KAS 2,421 were ever declined. Kidneys declined post-KAS were less likely to be from donors <18 
years old (22.6% pre-KAS vs 12.1% post-KAS), and more likely to be PHS increased infectious risk 
(23.4% pre-KAS vs 33.4% post-KAS, p<0.001). Median KDPI of declined kidneys decreased from 
25.6 pre-KAS to 20.6 post-KAS (p<0.001) (Table 4B).   
 
Subgroup analysis among pediatric candidates ≤6 years old 
Among candidates ≤6 years old, offer rates remained unchanged post-KAS (aIRR: 0.901.031.17, p=0.7). 
Similar to our main findings, changes in offer rate varied by donor age and KDPI. Offer rates of 
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kidneys from donors <18 years old with KDPI<35% remained largely unchanged (aIRR: 0.700.881.10, 
p=0.3) and those with KDPI≥35% decreased (aIRR: 0.150.220.68, p<0.001). Offer rates of kidneys 
from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% remained unchanged (aIRR: 0.961.111.29, p=0.2), and 
those with KDPI≥35% decreased (aIRR: 0.150.210.29, p<0.001). Offer rates for kidneys from donors 
35+ years old with KDPI<35% increased (aIRR: 6.579.9815.14, p<0.001), and those with KDPI≥35% 
increased (aIRR: 1.081.522.12, p=0.02). Overall acceptance of offers among candidates ≤6 decreased 
from 10.6% pre-KAS to 7.9% post-KAS (205 vs 185 acceptances), although this was not statistically 
significant (aOR: 0.450.731.18, p=0.2). Acceptance of kidneys from donors <18 years old with 
KDPI<35% decreased from 17.0% to 15.9% (aOR: 0.400.811.62, p=0.5) and acceptance of those with 
KDPI≥35% decreased from 7.0% to 0% (no calculable aOR). Acceptance of kidneys from donors 
18-34 years old with KDPI<35% decreased from 11.7% to 8.1% (aOR: 0.380.661.12, p=0.1), and 
acceptance of those with KDPI≥35% remained unchanged from 5.7% to 5.9% post-KAS (aOR: 
0.130.592.67, p=0.5). Finally, acceptance of kidneys from donors >35 years old with KDPI<35% 
increased from 0% to 5.0% post-KAS (no calculable aOR), and acceptance of those with 
KDPI≥35% increased from 0% to 2.2% post-KAS (no calculable aOR).  
 
Increased risk for disease transmission (IRD) donors 
To understand what might be driving the decreased acceptance among donors 18-34 years old with 
KDPI<35%, we compared IRD donor offer and acceptances pre- and post-KAS within this donor 
population. Among donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35%, total offers from IRD donors 
increased from 1,484 pre-KAS to 2,818 post-KAS, and the total offers from non-IRD donors 
increased from 3,200 to 3,822. While offer acceptance of IRD donors 18-34 years old with 
KDPI<35% remained constant at 3.8% pre-KAS as 4.0% post-KAS (p=0.5), acceptance of non-







In this national study of kidney offers before and after KAS, we found that KAS significantly altered 
the types of kidneys being offered to pediatric DDKT candidates. The overall offer rate per person-
year increased post-KAS by 13%, from 7.5 offers per person-year to 9.0 offers per person-year. The 
post-KAS changes in kidney offers were consistent with what might be expected from prioritization 
changes: post-KAS candidates were 79% less likely to receive offers for kidneys from both donors 
<18 years old and 18-34 years old with KDPI≥35%, and more likely to receive offers for donors 18-
34 years old with KDPI<35%. However, we also found that offer acceptance practices changed 
post-KAS. Notably, kidneys from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% were 23% less likely to 
be accepted post-KAS compared to pre-KAS, and kidneys from donors 35+ years old with 
KDPI<35% were nearly 3-fold more likely to be accepted post-KAS. Our findings indicate that any 
changes in DDKT rates for pediatric candidates are likely the result of both policy change and 
transplant community acceptance practices. 
 
While KAS has led to increased transplant rates for the highly sensitized, racial minorities, and certain 
blood types in the adult population,3, 13, 14, 50 reports of the impact of KAS on the pediatric population 
have been mixed.15-17, 72 Notably, concern over decreased DDKT rates for certain pediatric 
candidates (particularly for candidates ≤6 years old) has led some to suggest that this is the direct 
result of KAS – that the policy is at fault – and that modifications to KAS should be considered.18, 19 
These concerns prompted us to analyze changes in offer and acceptance patterns for pediatric 
candidates after KAS, since changes in these patterns could plausibly lead to changes in DDKT rates. 
Our findings only partially support the position that KAS is responsible for any changes in DDKT 
rates. As might be expected from the policy change, post-KAS candidates were 79% less likely to 
receive offers for kidneys from both donors <18 years old and 18-34 years old with KDPI≥35%, 
and more likely to receive offers for donors 18-34 years old and 35+ years old with KDPI<35%. 
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However, beyond the direct consequences of policy change (i.e. changes in offer patterns), we also 
found evidence that the transplant’s community behavior changed (i.e. changes in acceptance 
patterns). Encouragingly, kidneys from donors 35+ years old with KDPI<35% were nearly 3-fold 
more likely to be accepted post-KAS compared to pre-KAS, which might reflect an understanding 
that low KDPI kidneys (even from older donors) could possibly be used with great outcomes in 
pediatric recipients, although pediatric recipients were not included when creating the KDPI.75 
However, kidneys from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% were 23% less likely to be accepted 
post-KAS, even after adjusting for donor and recipient characteristics. This might be a consequence 
of increased selectivity of these high-quality kidneys, since these kidneys were actually 20% more 
likely to be offered to post-KAS pediatric candidates. This acceptance decrease does not appear to be 
driven by IRD donors, as acceptance of these offers from IRD donors remained unchanged, albeit 
low, despite the reasonable safety profile reported thus far.76-78 Thus, policy change and transplant 
community behavior might both be contributing to any decrease in DDKT rates for pediatric 
candidates, and one potential mechanism to mitigate this might be to utilize kidneys from donors 18-
34 years old with KDPI<35% post-KAS to the same extent that they were being used pre-KAS. 
 
One limitation of our study is that we were unable to determine the reasons that candidates declined 
a kidney. For example, candidates might decline a high quality deceased donor kidney if they have a 
potential living donor in evaluation, and thus the decline does not reflect perceived kidney quality but 
rather the availability of a potentially better transplant. However, we do not expect rates of living 
donation to have changed substantially during the relatively short four-year study period, and 
therefore this should not bias our results, since the effect of this would be similar in both the pre-
KAS and post-KAS era. Despite this limitation, we studied full national organ offer data, and so our 




In conclusion, the goal of our study was to determine whether reduced DDKT rates for certain 
pediatric candidates was due to changes in offers to pediatric candidates (i.e. an effect of policy 
change) or to changes in acceptance practices (i.e. an effect of transplant community behavior). We 
found evidence of both – while changes in offers largely mirrored what might be expected from KAS 
prioritization changes, the acceptance of kidneys from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% 
decreased, and acceptance of kidneys from donors 35+ years old with KDPI<35% significantly 
increased, post-KAS, indicating that the transplant community’s acceptance patterns have changed as 
well. Using these high-quality kidneys from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35% post-KAS to 
the same extent they were used pre-KAS might be an effective strategy to mitigate any decrease in 


















Table 1. Characteristics of pediatric candidates active on the kidney transplant waitlist in the 







Age at entry, median (IQR) 13 (8, 16) 13 (8, 16) 0.9 
Age categories, % 
  
0.6 
   0-6yrs 21.2% 20.1% 
 
   7-12yrs 23.2% 24.5% 
 
   13-17yrs 48.0% 47.3% 
 
   >17yrs 7.6% 8.1% 
 




   White/Caucasian 47.1% 48.7% 
 
   Black/African American 25.4% 22.9% 
 
   Hispanic/Latino/Other 27.5% 28.4% 
 
Time on dialysis, median (IQR) 1.5 (0.6, 3.0) 1.5 (0.7, 3.0) 0.9 
Preemptive listing, % 31.2% 29.6% 0.3 
Calculated panel reactive antibody, med 













Table 2. Crude offer rate per waitlist-year pre- and post-KAS and adjusted change in offer 
rate post-KAS among pediatric candidates who accumulated active time on the waitlist in 
the two years pre- and post-KAS 
 
Pre-KAS offer rate 
per waitlist-yeara 
Post-KAS offer rate 
per waitlist-yeara 




All kidneys 7.48 (7.32-7.65)b 8.95(8.78-9.13) 1.011.081.15 0.02 
Donor <18yo; 
KDPI<35% 




















0.39 (0.36-0.43) 0.59 (0.55-0.64) 
1.211.431.69 <0.001 
aPre- and post-KAS offer rate per waitlist-year calculated as the total number of offers made to 
pediatric candidates of each kidney type divided by the accumulated active waitlist years of pediatric 
candidates 
bInterpreted as actively listed pediatric candidates received a mean of 7.28 offers per waitlist year pre-
KAS vs 8.95 offers per waitlist year post-KAS 
cChange in offer rate associated with KAS determined using negative binomial regression with 







Table 3. Crude offer acceptance and adjusted relative change in offer acceptance post-KAS 
among pediatric candidates who were ever offered a deceased donor kidney in the two years 
pre- and post-KAS 
 
Pre-KAS acceptance, 
%  (N transplants) 
Post-KAS acceptance, 





All offers 12.2% (1002) 10.6% (1053) 0.760.951.18
 
0.6 
Donor <18 yo; 
KDPI<35% 21.8% (206) 22.1% (201) 0.771.061.45
 
0.8 
Donor <18 yo; 
KDPI≥35% 5.4% (58) 3.8% (9) 0.300.651.40
 
0.2 
Donor 18-34 yo; 
KDPI<35% 14.2% (665) 10.4% (693) 0.610.770.98 0.03 
Donor 18-34 yo; 
KDPI≥35% 5.9% (57) 8.6% (18) 0.571.072.01 0.8 
Donor ≥35 yo; 
KDPI<35% 4.4% (6) 8.4% (108) 1.162.826.87
 
0.02 
Donor ≥35 yo; 
KDPI≥35% 2.3% (10) 3.6% (24) 0.751.683.74
 
0.2 
aChange post-KAS estimated using multilevel logistic regression adjusted for candidate age, sex, race, 




Table 4a. Characteristics of deceased donor kidneys ever accepted by pediatric candidates 
pre- and post-KAS 
For all candidates Pre-KAS (N=878) Post-KAS (N=884) p-value 
Donor Age, median (IQR) 22 (17, 28) 23 (19, 30) <0.001 
Donor Age, categories 
  <0.001 
   <18 26.2% 19.6%  
   18-24 36.6% 36.9%  
   25-34 35.4% 30.3%  
   35-50 1.8% 12.7%  
   >50 0.0% 0.6%  
KDPI, median % (IQR) 13.0 (6.1, 25.2) 13.2 (6.1, 22.8) 0.4 
IRD 8.0% 13.6% <0.001 
DCD 5.5% 4.4% 0.2 
Donor cause of death   0.3 
Anoxia 25.2% 26.6%  
Stroke 10.2% 8.6%  
Head trauma 61.9% 63.1%  
Tumor/other 2.7% 17%  
 
Table 4b. Characteristics of deceased donor kidneys ever declined by pediatric candidates 
pre- and post-KAS 
For all candidates Pre-KAS 
(N=2,296) Post-KAS (N=2,421) p-value 
Donor Age, median (IQR) 25 (18,31) 27 (21,35) <0.001 
Donor Age, categories 
  <0.001 
   <18 22.6% 12.1%  
   18-24 27.4% 29.2%  
   25-35 35.8% 32.7%  
   36-50 10.8% 21.6%  
   >50 3.5% 4.4%  
KDPI, median % (IQR) 25.6 (11.7, 45.2) 20.6 (11.0, 31.5) <0.001 
IRD 23.4% 33.4% <0.001 
DCD 14.1% 13.1% 0.3 
Donor cause of death   0.06 
Anoxia 38.5% 42.2%  
Stroke 12.5% 10.9%  
Head trauma 45.3% 43.2%  







Figure 1. Total number of offers made, by donor age and Kidney Donor Profile Index 
(KDPI)  
A) Total offers 
 




Black = donor <18 years old; blue = donor 18-34 years old; light blue= donor 35+ years old; red = 
accepted donor. Gray dashed lines delineate donor age and KDPI stratum.  
 
 Figure 1A: Overall offers to pediatric candidates increased 13% post-KAS compared to pre-KAS, 
although this varied by donor age and KDPI stratum. Offer rates decreased for kidneys from donors 
<18 years old and donors 18-34 years old with a KDPI≥35%. In contrast, offer rates increased for 
kidneys from donors 18-34 years old with KDPI<35%, and for donors 35+ years old with any 
KDPI. 
 
Figure 1B: Overall acceptance for pediatric candidates did not change post-KAS compared to pre-
KAS, although this varied by donor and KDPI stratum. The likelihood of acceptance significantly 
decreased for kidneys from donors 18-34 years olf with KDPI<35%, but actually increased for 













Figure 2. Distribution of donor age and KDPI of offered (solid lines) and accepted (dashed 
lines) kidneys pre- and post-KAS. The pre-KAS prioritization of donors less than 35 years old is 
evident in Figure A, while post-KAS prioritization of donors with KDPI<35% is evident in Figure B. 
Despite changes in offers, accepted kidneys had similar distributions of donor age and KDPI pre- 
and post-KAS.  
A) Distribution of donor age 
 














Chapter 6. Conclusion 
 
This work has focused on understand how the new Kidney Allocation System (KAS) has impacted 
two unique transplant populations: highly sensitized (HS) and pediatric (age <18) patients. We used 
national registry data to quantify post-KAS changes in deceased donor kidney transplant (DDKT) 
rates for the HS, as well as to understand how these changes led to changing utilization of other 
transplant modalities. We then used national data to inform potential policy changes to KAS to 
reverse some unintended consequences for pediatric patients. We characterized post-KAS changes in 
outcomes after pediatric DDKT, and also post-KAS changes in offer and acceptance patterns. 
 
First, we found that candidates with the highest levels of sensitization had a significantly higher 
DDKT rate post-KAS (for example, cPRA 98% candidates had a 1.77-fold higher DDKT rate). 
Moreover, between-cPRA differences in DDKT rates became much smaller, and substantial 
imbalance only existed between cPRA 99.5-99.9% (3.50-fold higher rate compared to un-sensitized 
candidates) and 99.9%+ (60% lower rate) candidates. In light of these changes, we also found that 
HS candidates were 2.25-fold more likely to utilize kidney paired donation but 18% less likely to 
utilize non-kidney paired donation living donor kidney transplantation in the post-KAS era compared 
to earlier eras. Thus, KAS has dramatically improved the ability for HS candidates to undergo 
DDKT, and clinical expansion of kidney-paired donation has allowed for more HS candidates to 
receive a living donor transplant. 
 
We also found that post-KAS pediatric DDKT recipients had a 41% lower risk of graft loss than pre-
KAS recipients, but an equivalent risk of mortality, delayed graft function, and length of stay. We 
then found that post-KAS candidates were 20% more likely to receive offers from donors age 18-34 
with KDPI ≤35%, but were also 24% less likely to accept kidneys from those same high-quality 
donors. Together, these results indicate that certain unintended consequences of KAS for pediatric 
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candidates (e.g. a post-KAS decreased DDKT rates for candidates <6 years old) might be the result 
of transplant community acceptance practices rather than a direct consequence of policy change. 
 
Our results will be used by pediatric and adult nephrologists, transplant surgeons, and policy-makers 
to understand how KAS has impacted HS and pediatric candidates and recipients to better inform 
any potential policy changes. Our work provides empiric support for KAS’s sliding scale 
prioritization of HS candidates, although we have identified a select group of the very HS (cPRA 
99.5%+) for which substantial imbalance still exists. Any future modifications to KAS to improve 
equity in DDKT rates for HS candidates might consider this imbalance. Our work also helps inform 
discussions of potential policy change to KAS for pediatric candidates. We found that transplant 
community acceptance practices have changed post-KAS, and that any unintended consequences of 
KAS might not be the direct result of policy change. It is not clear that the current calls for KAS 
modification would mitigate these unintended consequences, since this would modify policy, not 
behavior. Nevertheless, ongoing monitoring of waitlisted candidates and transplant recipients should 
continue, to ensure that the highest-quality data is being used to critically evaluate the impact of KAS 
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